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FROM PURPOSE
TO IMPACT
Purpose in action…
CGPL recognises the value of each stakeholder
and we have built meaningful, multi-stakeholder
partnerships with government as well as various
civil society and community based organisations,
technical and expert agencies, and funding
partners to optimise the impact of our work and
generate shared value for all. Community
engagement

and

participation

are

integral

components of the program ecosystem.
We pride ourselves on our strong sense of ethics
and our unwavering commitment to positive and
sustainable change.
Over the years, we have worked sincerely - along
with our partners and stakeholders - to make a
positive difference in communities around the
plant, but much remains to be done.

Our journey has just begun...
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MESSAGE FROM CEO

COASTAL GUJARAT POWER LIMITED (CGPL)
Dear Stakeholders,
I have been a part of the Tata Group for 38 years
and am proud of the work we do in our
communities. Each community development
program spearheaded by CGPL is an
embodiment of the core values of Tata Power, our
parent company.
Inclusive growth is a key driver for all our work,
and we work to empower communities to
become self-sustaining. We have been able to
translate our values into action and work with our
stakeholders to bring unique propositions that
benefit communities at large.
Over the years, we have set a benchmark in
Corporate Social Responsibility practices,
processes and systems. We have established
several flagship programs which have received recognition at reputed state and national level forums. Some of our
key flagship programs are now being deployed horizontally across the region.
Sustainability and impact are key drivers for all our programs and each program is assessed annually by a third party
auditor. Audit results indicate a healthy, steady increase in the Community Satisfaction Index (CSI).
We have firmly established a harmonious relationship with our communities over the last decade and this strong
foundation is a stepping stone to continue and scale our initiatives to create positive and sustainable impact.
I would like to extend a heartfelt ‘thank you’ to all our NGO partners, civil society organisations, government partners,
volunteers, and most importantly our communities for always standing with us for the overall development of the
region. I would also like to extend sincere gratitude to the Corporate Social Responsibility Team at CGPL who works
relentlessly towards this objective.
Giving back to the communities we are present in has always been an integral part of our work. I have seen our
programs since inception and today many of these programs are recognised as best practices. I am proud to have
been a part of this journey through my tenure at CGPL and extend my best wishes for future endeavors to create a
society that is developed and inclusive.

KUMAR GHATE
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MESSAGE FROM CEO (DESIGNATE)
COASTAL GUJARAT POWER LIMITED (CGPL)
Dear Stakeholders,
Since its inception, the Tata Group has always been synonymous
with ethical and responsible business. At CGPL, we are proud
torch bearers of this legacy and humbled by the responsibility that
comes with it.
Development gaps at the bottom of the economic pyramid are
rapidly changing in response to the rapid evolution of the global
macroeconomic landscape.
In these times, more than ever, our vision to deliver sustainable
value to all stakeholders and our core values of care, respect,
ethics, and diligence remain our guiding light.
Each of our programs reflect these values. We go far beyond basic
compliance through transformative programs that generate
shared value. I am honoured to take this work forward.

VIJAY NAMJOSHI

MESSAGE FROM CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY TEAM
COASTAL GUJARAT POWER LIMITED (CGPL)
Dear Stakeholders,
CGPL has been dedicated to developing local communities since
2007 - since construction of the plant began, and five years before
our unit became fully operational. Located in Tunda village,
Mundra, Kutch district, Gujarat, we work in defined surrounding
villages to enable development that is holistic, sustainable, and
inclusive.
Data from the World Bank shows that though poverty levels in India
have dropped by over 30% over the past two decades, India still
remains home to 176 million poor people. As a responsible
corporate citizen, CGPL strives to fulfill its role in addressing this
issue. We empower communities to take charge of their own socio
- economic development.

CSR TEAM

Our programs are aligned with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and are based on
international performance standards. Program focus areas span across livelihood linked ecology, basic needs, and
social capital and infrastructure. Program delivery is entirely through strong partnerships - which we believe are the
defining factor for successful programs. Though our programs are diverse, the objective is the same - restoring and
conserving available natural resources and preserving cultural heritage to build a sustainable ecosystem where each
individual has access to basic resource security and is able to lead a life of dignity and respect.
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GOVERNANCE PHILOSOPHY
More than a century ago, our visionary Founder, JAMSETJI N. TATA
laid the foundation for good governance and made it an integral part
of Tata's business culture. Corporate governance is concerned with
maintaining the balance between economic, environment and social
goals.
As a Tata company, good corporate governance is the way we do
business. It is enshrined in everyday activities and plays an
important role in shaping the organisation's culture. The corporate
governance of the company is inspired by the Tata legacy of 'Leadership with Trust', at the core of which lie
the Tata Values and Tata Code of Conduct (TCoC), which guide us to operate with ethics and integrity.
The company is focussed on enhancement of long-term value creation for all stakeholders without
compromising on integrity, gender sensitivity, societal obligations, environment and regulatory compliances.
All action is governed by values and principles, which are reinforced at all levels of the organisation. These
principles have been and will continue to be the guiding force of the company.

ABOUT COASTAL GUJARAT
POWER LIMITED (CGPL)
Coastal Gujarat Power Limited (CGPL) is a fully
owned subsidiary of Tata Power, one of India’s
largest integrated power sector companies.
CGPL was incorporated as a Special Purpose
Vehicle (SPV) by the Power Finance Corporation
(PFC) – a Public Sector Company - in 2006 as a
part of Government of India’s ‘Power For All By
2012’ mission, and fully acquired by Tata Power
Company Limited in 2007.
Located in Mundra, Kutch District, Gujarat, CGPL
is India’s first Ultra Mega Power Plant Project
(UMPP), with an installed capacity of 4150 MW
and supplies power to five states - Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Punjab, Haryana, and Rajasthan.
The plant uses supercritical technology and is
the most energy efficient thermal plant in the
country.
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DRIVERS OF CHANGE:
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AT
COASTAL GUJARAT POWER LIMITED (CGPL)
All social and economic development programs are undertaken by the CSR Division of the Sustainability Department. The CSR
strategy is guided by the strategic intent developed by the company to address:
a: The broad socio-economic and environmental requirements of the region
b: The manner in which CGPL will methodically address these issues
c: The partnerships required to achieve sustainable outcomes

The “Strategic Intent” evolved through a rigourous, consultative design process undertaken by the company, and is
based around the following guiding principals:
• Sustainability initiatives will move beyond compliance, and address regional / national issues
• Stakeholder engagement will be the key aspect for sustainability
• Program execution will be through partnerships and networking (corporates, funding agencies, government, CBOs
subject experts, NGOs, research institutions)
• Programs will be reviewed internally and by a third party
• Experience and learning of CSR team on local needs will be leveraged
• CGPL will be part of a wider knowledge and financial platform
• Adherence to region specific social sustainability themes
(A) Livelihood Linked Ecology/Ecosystem
(B) Provision of Basic Needs
(C) Building Social Capital and Infrastructure

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY POLICY
CGPL (Tata Power) believes in integrating its business values and operations to meet the expectations of its critical
stakeholders
CGPL engages with stakeholders in a sensitive and ethical manner
The CSR vision and mission have been outlined with the Tata Power CSR policy as a guiding philosophy
The policy is based on the Strategic Intent developed by the company, aligned to the macro perspectives of the region as
well as micro level issues in its immediate vicinity, and Section 135 (Schedule VII) of the Companies Act 2013
The CSR Policy also takes into cognizance TATA Power’s mandate towards Affirmative Action and exigencies including
natural disasters etc., involving stakeholder opinion, and following an evaluative process
CGPL’s CSR policy has been framed for programmatic planning, implementation and monitoring of its initiatives and
effective utilisation of its resources
Establishment of partnerships with specialised agencies, government, CBOs, subject matter experts, NGOs and selection
of projects to achieve sustainable outcomes are based on the broad thematic framework of the Strategic Intent
Sustainability initiatives will move beyond compliance and address issues of regional and national interest
The geographic scope of interventions will be determined by the strategy to address issues and execute programs with
wider impact
With a view to promote sustainability, CGPL will aim to leverage funds from partners (corporate, government and NGOs) to
meet common interests
Programs will be aligned with the board thematic pillars of Strategic Intent (1) Livelihood Linked Ecosystem Development,
(2) Provision of Basic Needs and (3) Building Social Capital and Infrastructure
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STRATEGIC INTENT FRAMEWORK
All community development activities are carried out with the intent of achieving sustainable, holistic, and inclusive
development in the communities we live and work in, and are aligned with the broad thematic pillars of the Strategic
Intent:

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE OF SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY AT CGPL
SOCIETY
Brand Equity

Improved Quality of Life

Synchronising the
Triple Bottom Line for
Sustainable Development

P
R
O

LIVELIHOOD
LINKED ECOLOGY

BASIC
NEEDS

SOCIAL CAPITAL AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

Creating sustainable
livelihood pathways
symbiotic with local
ecology and indigenous
to the local community

Enabling access to basic
facilities essential to
development such as quality
education, healthcare and
sanitation and safe
drinking water

Building empowered
communities and enabling
community driven development
by strengthening social
capital and creating
community owned assets

Samriddhi
Amrutdhara
Sagarbandhu
Dhaaga

Udyamee
Adhikaar
Promotion Of Sports
Nirman

G
R
A
M
S

EDUCATION
Shiksha Saarthi
E- Vidya
Daksh

HEALTH
Mamta
Samvaad
Aarogya
Sammaan
Swajal

The strategic intent/pillars of CGPL sustainability are aligned with the Tata Power sustainability model.
Based on care for the environment, care for the community, care for the customer and care for our people,
they are synchronised with performance standards of international lenders.
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PROGRAMS

OUTREACH
CGPL programs cover Mundra and Mandvi blocks of the Kutch district of Gujarat. CSR programs are primarily
focussed around the plant, and locations are selected through systematic assessments based on benchmark social
development practices. While CSR efforts are mainly focussed in defined areas within the vicinity of operations, areas
beyond are supported for specific requirements to attain inclusive growth and sustainability.

CGPL COVERAGE IN KUTCH DISTRICT OVER THE YEARS
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MILESTONES: A SNAPSHOT
• Baseline social impact &
assessment study
• Initiation of social
engagement with community

• Convergence with GoG &
panchayats for CSR programs,
Praveshotsav & Jalmani
• Initiation of Social Audit
• Award: FICCI - CSR
• Establishment of two fodder
supply Trusts & construction of
Tunda Vandh Gaushala
• Launch of volunteering program

• Opening of CSR field office
• Partnership with GEDA - GoG
• Initiation of fodder supply program

2009

2008
2010
• Formulation of community
development strategy
• Area of operation increased from
5 to 21 villages
• 100% saturation: Tunda - Vandh
blocks declared completely Open
Defecation Free (ODF) by GoG

2011

• Community needs assessment study
• Initiation of Project Uttkarsh- Integrated • Launch of CGPL micro website
• Opening of traditional Bhunga
Community Development Program
style field office & Community
Information Centre (CIC)
• Publication of first CSR annual
2012
report- Reflections

2013
• All units of CGPL start operation
• CSR benchmarking study reflects
excellence across various CGPL
process and programs

2014

• Development of strategic intent
and CSR policy
• GoG replicates and upscales CGPL
solar boat light initiative

2015
2016

• 100% saturation: All schools &
villages in the project area have
access to safe drinking water RO plants established across all
• Convergence with Coastal
villages and schools
Gujarat Salinity Prevention Cell
• Award - Best CSR Program - FOKIA
(Tata Trusts) for BCC/ODF
• Award - Arpan volunteering award - Tata Power
• 100% saturation: Mandvi block
• Felicitation from GoG and Hon.
declared completely Open
CM of Gujarat for support to Gujarat
Defecation Free (ODF) by GoG
floods and youth AA hostels
• PGWM program covered in
• Gaushala monitoring software launched
international publication
• First ever pilot on solar net metering

2017

2018

• 100% saturation: Education
program E-Vidya established
in all schools across project
coverage area
• Launch of Gaushala website
• Launch of integrated water
management program for
Kankavati Aquifer

• Major funding convergence
with WIN Foundation for
PGWM Program
• GCSRA award - Sustainable &
Impactful project
• Appreciation from GoG for
partcipation in Sujalum Sufalum
Jal Abhiyan and disaster relief
towards Tamil Nadu floods

2019

PROGRAMS
CGPL is committed to inclusive development aligned with the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), and locally relevant to the communities and ecosystem around the
power plant. Over the years, there has been a systematic shift towards transformative, systemic, and
process driven programs designed to enable sustainable equity.
Community-based institutions that are empowered and self – reliant to drive this change are the
cornerstone of all programs. The Corporate Responsibility programs at CGPL are broadly
categorised into three pillars of strategic intent – Livelihood Linked Ecology / Ecosystems, Provision
of Basic Needs, and Strengthening Social Capital and Infrastructure.
Programs under Livelihood Linked Ecology include Samriddhi: Improving agriculture and livestock
management practices for improved income generation, Amrutdhara: Enabling water security
through participatory groundwater management, Sagar Bandhu: Integrated improvement in
livelihood and overall quality of life of fishing communities, and Dhaaga: Preservation of traditional
Kutchi crafts and enhanced income generation for artisans.
Education programs under Provision of Basic Needs include E – Vidya: Digitising curriculums for
high quality rural education, Shiksha Saarthi: Improving learning outcomes for children in rural
schools, and Daksh: Digital literacy for increased employability.
Health programs under Provision of Basic Needs include Samvaad and Sammaan: Sanitation and
sustainable waste management, Mamta: Augmenting integrated child development services (ICDS)
for holistic mother and child development, Aarogya: Access to basic healthcare, and Swajal: Access
to safe drinking water.
Programs under Strengthening Social Capital and Infrastructure include Adhikaar: Enabling access to
government social security schemes for financial inclusion of communities at the bottom of the
economic pyramid, Udyamee: Socio - economic empowerment of women, Power of Sports:
Promoting sports in rural communities, and Nirman: Creation of need based community assets to
improve rural economy and quality of life.
Each of these programs has been implemented with the approach of channeling collaborative efforts
to generate shared value through the establishment of strong, multi -stakeholder partnerships and
convergences with local, state, and national governments, bilaterals, funding agencies, civil society
orgranisations, industry platforms and community based organisations. Internally, the spirit of
inclusive growth is integrated into everyday operations, and is reflected in the values, work and
volunteering efforts of the CGPL leadership and all employees.
Over the years, CGPL has been successful in establishing a robust, inclusive and sustainable model
of development that is continuously improving the quality of life and accelerating upward mobility of
communities surrounding the plant.
These efforts to create positive impact are reflected by a steadily increasing community satisfaction
score mapped via annual third-party social audits, impact assessments, as well as awards,
recognition, and appreciation from several prestigious forums across the country.

LIVELIHOOD
LINKED ECOLOGY /
ECOSYSTEMS

SAMRIDDHI

AMRUTDHARA

DHAAGA

SAGARBANDHU

SAMRIDDHI

ed

IMPROVING AGRICULTURE AND
LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES FOR IMPROVED
INCOME GENERATION

s
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S
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REDUCING
INEQUALITY

Animal husbandry is a profitable source of
income and is practiced by most families in
Kutch.
However, water scarcity and the lack of
grazing land result in high dependance on
market purchased fodder which varies in
price and quality based on supply and
demand. Animal health is also often
overlooked, resulting in higher mortality and
lower milk production.

1

17

NO POVERTY

These factors result in lowered profit margins.
Despite this, livestock trading and selling milk
are both profitable means of livelihood, and
profit margins can further increase with the
right interventions.

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

12

15

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION &
PRODUCTION

LIFE ON LAND

13

CLIMATE
ACTION

In order to address these issues, CGPL has
designed a program to introduce best
practices in livestock management for
enhanced and sustainable income generation,
as well as conservation and preservation of
natural resources.

OBJECTIVES

Initially the program was designed to simply
provide a consistent and uniform supply of
fodder to the farmers in the selected project
area.

• Sustainable Livelihoods: Improved fodder
security and animal healthcare for
enhanced income from animal husbandry
• Addressing Climate Change: Sustainable
natural resource management for improved
water efficiency and land quality

Slowly the program evolved to holistically
addressing the issue of fodder availability,
and overall livestock management.

• PARTNERS •
Kutch Nav Nirman Abhiyan (KNNA)

TVGCT

Parjanya Ecology Pvt. Ltd.

MKGCT
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INTERVENTIONS
1. ENABLING FODDER SECURITY
ENABLING
FODDER SECURITY
Provision of Fodder
Development of
Climate Resilient
Local Fodder

01
HEALTHCARE
FOR LIVESTOCK
Cattle
Camels

PROVISION OF FODDER
CGPL, in partnership with the local community and panchayats
and has already instituted two Gaushalas, Shree Tunda Vandh
Gauseva Charitable Trust and Shree Mota Kandagara Gauseva
Charitable Trust and has been engaged with fodder provision
since its inception in 2007. In the past year, over 13000 Metric
Tons of fodder was provided for 3600 cattle.
Linkages were established with local vendors as well as with
some vendors from outside Gujarat for fodder supply.
The gaushalas are fully equipped with amenities such as a
weigh bridge for accurate and efficient weighing, cattle troughs,
fodder storage space, and a community meeting space.

PROMOTING NATURAL
AGRICULTURE

For effective tracking of fodder production, procurement and
distribution, there has been an emphasis on digital fodder
supply management. Both Gaushalas have adopted a digital
platform where a database on cattle benefitted, fodder quantities
procured and distributed, procurement strategies etc. are
regularly maintained.

Soil Health
Management

In-depth research and studies were also undertaken to develop
an action plan for the sustainability of these Gaushalas.

02

Bio-Organic Agriculture
Practices

03
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3600 cattle

directly benefitted

517 cattle owners
directly benefitted

DEVELOPMENT OF CLIMATE RESILIENT
LOCAL FODDER
A parallel objective of the 'Gaushala Support
Program’ is to make both the Gaushalas (TVGCT
and MKGCT) sustainable. Externally sourced
fodder is associated with high procurement costs,
is susceptible to transport related damage and
delay, and has a high ecological footprint.
To address this issue, CGPL worked with local
farmers to develop a fodder security program
which aims to create a sustainable local fodder
supply to enhance operational efficiency, optimise
resource use, ensure high quality production,
reduce costs, and enable ecological sustainability.
Local farmer associations were promoted to
directly supply fodder to local Gaushalas. Farmers
were introduced to various water efficient, climate
resilient fodder crops which were consumed by
their own livestock and sold in the market as a
source of supplementary income.
Farmers were organised and trained to cultivate
multi-cut Jowar and Bajra species, which are dry
fodder varieties and the main fodder crops grown
during the Kharif season, as well as maize, and
Hybrid Napier Bajra (NB21 / CO3), which are
green fodder varieties. Farmers were provided
with kits of high quality planting material,
micronutrients, and organic soil supplements in
order to ensure optimum yield.

A total of

1116 livestock

Each farmer was provided a kit of
micronutrients
including
Iron,
Zinc,
Manganese, Magnesium, organic soil
supplements, humic, and Mycoryzha fungus
for effective crop management.
Hybrid Napier Bajra especially is not only
nutritious, but also has a high water use
efficiency relative to other fodder crops.
Since there is an acute shortage of water and
green fodder during the summer months, a
farm level availability of water efficient green
fodder is particularly beneficial, and milk
production levels remain constant.
Maize kits were provided exclusively to women
dairy farmers, a fourth of which were from
affirmative section communities. The women
contributed towards 25% of the total project
cost.
Landless farmers who own livestock were
introduced to hydroponic farming, a technique
of growing crops without soil by using mineral
nutrient solutions in a water solvent.

directly benefitted

from the program - consuming an average of

13392

Kg of fodder per day. This amounted to a

total requirement of ~12

Lakh Kg of fodder over
six months, of which 9.3 Lakh Kg were available
at a farm level due to the above intervention. Thus,
per farmer, a total investment of Rs. 2625 (of which
Rs. 500 came from the farmer) was able to produce

10000 Kg of fodder worth Rs. 40000.
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CONVERTING WASTE LAND INTO GAUCHAR LAND
As part of the effort to create a sustainable
supply of local fodder, CGPL piloted a ‘Gaucher
Land Development Program’ in Nanikhakar, a
village neighbouring the CGPL plant and
residential township. The project was initiated
on an experimental basis in close partnership
with the Nanikhakar panchayat.
The region is prone to fodder shortages
especially around summer, and the district
administration issues a directive for additional
supply of fodder to villages in the area.
Since CGPL has started building capacity of
farmers to become locally fodder sustainable,
the requirement for externally sourced fodder
has dropped sharply, especially over the past
two years.
Thus, a 10 acre plot of fertile wasteland in
Nanikhakar, a neighbouring village, was
allocated by the village panchayat and selected
for the pilot.
The plot is entirely rainfed, and the cultivation of
two rainfed crops - Sorghum and ZinzvoDichanthium Annulatum – a naturally growing
grass variety specific to Kutch – was
recommended.

The first crop was sown at the onset of the
monsoons – around July 2019, and harvested
four months later, around November 2019, to
yield ~15000 Kgs of Sorghum, a dry fodder
crop.
This activity was managed completely by the
gram panchayat, and catered to the fodder
needs of the entire village.
This is one of the innovative programs
undertaken by CGPL in a collaborative effort
with the gram panchayats, towards building a
self-sufficient fodder production system that is
able to sustain itself independently after early
stage setup support from CGPL.
Simultaneously, NB-21 and CO3 - region
specific fodder varieties which can resist and
survive in high water TDS and high
temperatures, provided an irrigation facility is
available - have been introduced in the region
for the first time by CGPL under its Agriculture
Development
Program
focussing
on
maximising the local fodder production.

Before farmers were introduced to and trained to cultivate Hybrid Napier Bajra (NB21/ CO3), a small group of
farmers were supported to develop demonstration plots
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2. HEALTHCARE FOR LIVESTOCK
CATTLE
Livestock productivity increases greatly with the
adoption of appropriate practices for good animal
health, and CGPL adopts a two pronged
preventive and curative approach to promote
overall livestock health.

Two booklets highlighting important aspects of
livestock feeding and breeding published by the
National Dairy Development Board (NDDB) and
Virbac, a France based animal health company,
were distributed to each beneficiary.

As a part of the preventive healthcare program,
livestock owners were organised, introduced to
new products, and trained on correct usage and
effects of each product.

Brucellosis Control Program: A Brucellosis
Control Program (BCP) is run annually to control
the spread of Brucellosis disease among
livestock and livestock owners.

They were also trained on use of a mineral mixture
for increased milk production, mite / tick control,
and digestive tract worm control.

Low awareness of animal health issues among
animal herders is a challenge, and increasing
awareness on the disease among livestock
owners as well as livestock inspectors is an
integral part of the project. Awareness camps and
IEC material were utilised to create large scale
awareness on the disease.

Livestock owners were provided with medication
for worm control, mite and tick infestations, and
mineral mixtures to overcome nutritional
deficiency in livestock.

Livestock underwent blood testing and were
vaccinated against brucellosis. Data on
vaccinated livestock is rigorously maintained.

4750

livestock
benefitted directly

750 livestock farmers
benefitted directly

Awareness was built at an individual level through
pamphlets and booklets, as well as at a
community level by putting up posters in public
spaces, screening video documentaries and
broadcasting messages from a mobile van unit.
Training sessions were held for livestock
inspectors to build their capacity on effectively
detecting and managing the spread and control of
brucellosis.

Shailesh Vyas (Director)
Parjanya Ecology Pvt. Ltd.
Bhuj - Kutch

CGPL’s approach for rural development
is helping increase sustainability of
natural resources of the area and thus
creating a positive impact on dependent
primary production systems such as
agriculture and animal husbandry.
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CAMELS
Camels are an important component of a desert
ecosystem - they possess many unique qualities which
make them distinctly superior to other domesticated
animals in the hot and arid desert ecosystem.
Camel breeding is a key livelihood source for the
nomadic Rabari community in Kutch.
Income is mostly generated by sale of young camels
for agricultural activities in dry land farming systems,
for load bearing during transport, and for border patrol
by the Indian Border Security Force.
Camel milk, hair, hide, manure, bones and meat is also
used by communities for various purposes.

700 camels vaccinated
60 nomadic camel owner
families benefitted

Jayesh Lalka
Kutch Nav Nirman Abhiyan (KNNA)

We have partnered with CGPL and Tata Power
Community Development Trust (TPCDT) for
two projects over the past year. In the Animal
husbandry sector, CGPL and TPCDT have
done tremendous work by supporting a
Brucellosis control project for improved
animal health, and providing quality green
fodder seed kits to irrigated farmers to
increase green fodder availability in the area
during drought conditions.
Their Adarsh Aanganwadi Project in
association with ICDS and UNICEF will create
a positive impact on the health and education
of children in rural areas by providing support
for the development of existing aanganwadis
and creating awareness among parents,
aanganwadi workers and village community.
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The Kutch region has two breeds of camels - one is
the popular Kutchi breed and the other, the Kharai
breed, native to the region.
The Kharai breed has the special ability to survive on
both, dry land and in the sea, making it an ecotonal
breed. The second variety, the Kutchi breed, is an
endangered species.
Various reasons have been attributed for the Kutchi
camel's rapid decline - the species has low genetic
diversity, which means they are less able to adapt to
changing environments, worsening their chances of
survival and reproduction patterns while increasing
susceptibility to ailments in Kutch, where changes in
weather have led to stark changes in agriculture,
horticulture and animal husbandry.
Due to this these camels are especially susceptible to
skin and gastrointestinal diseases which can prove
lethal if untreated.
To address this issue, CGPL holds an annual
vaccination camp for camels before the monsoons in
convergence with the Animal Husbandry Department
of the Government of Gujarat.
The families have found these camps to be so useful
that they walk for up to 3 - 4 days and cover
distances of over 50km to get their camels
vaccinated.

3. PROMOTING NATURAL AGRICULTURE
SOIL HEALTH MANAGEMENT
Soil Analysis And Recommendations: Previous
soil studies of the area found that the soil in the
area is deficient in micro nutrients. Farmers are
unaware of this and apply only macro nutrients.
Hence a soil analysis was conducted to find which
micro nutrients the soil was deficient in, and
based on the findings, recommendations were
given to farmers for better soil health
management.
Farmers were organised and trained on soil
collection procedure, soil samples were collected
from each farmer and tested.
Test results were explained to farmers, and
recommendations on improving soil health were
provided. Farmers were then organised and
trained to implement the findings of the soil health
analysis reports.

MICRO-NUTRIENTS
DISTRIBUTION
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY:

FOR

Based on the findings of the above study, a
special 25 Kg kit of micronutrients including Iron,
Zinc, Manganese, and Magnesium was designed
for the area and provided to each farmer.
Vials of Mycoryzha fungus, and Nitrogen,
Phosphorous and Potassium fixing bacteria were
also provided.
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BIO-ORGANIC AGRICULTURE PRACTICES
Use of chemical fertilisers increases irrigation
requirement of the soil. It also decreases climate
resilience of crops. There is a need to complement
traditional organic cultivation methods with modern
scientific processes.

As a starting point, a pit 34m long with 7
partitions and a capacity of 1.5 MT was
prepared. Fresh cow dung was collected, mixed
with dry leaves from nearby horticulture
plantations, and filled in the vermi-pit.

Hence, farmers were organised and introduced to
modern scientific products, and capacity building
was done via training and demonstration on methods
of use and effect of each product on crop
productivity.

The compost beds were regularly watered and
turned for a period of 25 days post which 25
Kgs of worms were introduced to the pit to start
the composting process. The pit was covered
with gunny bags to maintain moisture levels.

They were sensitised to adopt the use of
bio-fertilisers, bio-pesticides and IPM products to
make agriculture practices chemical free.

A liquid mix of cowpea flour was sprayed into
the pits in order to provide the earthworms with
nutrition and encourage increase in earthworm
population.

Each farmer was also provided with a kit consisting
of micronutrients, organic soil supplements, and
bio-pesticides and insecticides.

Farmers were given training and resources for
Composting and Vermicomposting
The soil in the area was found to be low in organic
carbon. At the same time, farmers have a lot of
organic waste which can be used for composting.
However, this waste is hardy and difficult to
decompose without the use of the appropriate
microbes. Farmers were provided with required
starting and maintenance materials for composting.
Women farmers were trained on vermicomposting
through their SHGs. A vermicompost training and
production centre was set up at the Shree Tunda
Vandh Gauseva Charitable Trust (TVGCT) Gaushala
premises at Tunda Village, Mundra Taluka of Kutch.
The unit not only produces compost, it also acts as a
training unit for the establishment of similar, smaller
units at a household level.
This Gaushala has 2100 cattle present there
throughout the day. Earlier, cow dung used to be sold
by the community as unprocessed raw dung.
Vermicompost was introduced to the community in
order to convert this dung into compost with the help
of earthworms, which fetches quadruple the price
when sold.
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SHG women were provided with learning
material to help them easily understand the
process of vermicomposting. An exposure visit
and field training were also organised to equip
women to establish vermicompost units at an
SHG level.

A total of

850 Kgs of vermicompost was

produced from the first composting cycle,

5-10 Kg bags for
consumption. Around 100 women from
10 SHGs were direct beneficiaries, of
which 45% were from economically

and was packed into

excluded affirmative section communities
Vermicompost is a sustainable source of
income generation for the SHGs and very
beneficial to communities since there is an
increasing requirement of high quality
compost due to high salinity of soil and
water in the area.
Soil fertility also improves greatly with the
decreased use of chemical inputs and
increased use of natural vermicompost.
Since the project is implemented in a
Gaushala, there is no shortage of cow dung
for composting.

FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Successful selection and adoption of climate resilient fodder varieties
> Increased awareness on agricultural practices among the farmers
> Increase in farm yields
> Sustained support to animal husbandry during drought
95,54,545 Kg

Externally Sourced
Locally Sourced

24,89,860 Kg

6,05,575 Kg

3,38,745 Kg

Green Fodder
Average Real Income
Increased By

7%

Expenditure
reduced by

Dry Fodder

12%

104 HaLandof Developed

4750 livestock directly benefitted
4100 Cattle 650 Camels

877 farmers directly benefitted
730% Dairy Farmers 128% Farmers 19% Camel Herders
73% Men 26% Women 32% were affirmative section communities

Daangera Khimji Damji
Program Beneficiary Farmer

I am very thankful to the CSR team of CGPL for their support for improving my agricultural practices. I received
slips of NB-21 and CO3 varieties of fodder from them which I have cultivated on my previously barren land.
Constant guidance from experts resulted in a high yield, and I now use this fodder for my cattle.
The success of the project has motivated other farmers to adopt cultivation of this fodder variety. This is truly a
step forward for fodder increase and fodder availability in the region. I have also received a maize fodder kit which
I have cultivated on my land as part of the project.
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Devesh K Gadhavi
The Corbett Foundation

The Corbett Foundation (TCF) has been working
for the welfare of livestock and breed
improvement of native livestock of Kutch district
in collaboration with the Bombay Gau Rakshak
Trust (BGT) over many years.
In the recent years, we have been promoting
‘Hydroponic Systems’ to get green fodder on a
daily basis, especially in an arid region like
Kutch.
We are very happy that Tata Power Community
Development Trust (TPCDT) and Shree Tunda
Vandh Gauseva Charitable Trust (TVGCT) have
collaborated with us on this project for the
welfare of livestock and local communities.

As part of the project, two units of ‘Hydroponic
Green Fodder System’, each with the capacity to
produce 300 Kg of green maize (Corn) fodder per
day, were provided by TCF and installed at TVGCT in
2017. Today, the units are being run and managed by
the TVGCT team under the supervision of TPCDT.
The green fodder produced by the units is being
supplied to the livestock at TVGCT on a daily basis.
We are happy to see that through this project
livestock and local communities are not just being
benefitted but are also being made aware of the latest
technologies.
Looking at climate change, overgrowing population
and rapidly shrinking grasslands, such technologies
will be helpful in the future.

Jadeja Juwan Singh Hamrije
Program Beneficiary Farmer

When CGPL approached us with the innovative concept of a participatory project to develop gauchar land on
waste land, we understood the benefits of this program and felt that this program was a necessity not only in
our village but also for the entire region. Our panchayat agreed and allocated 10 acre of land to pilot the
project.
We were provided financial and technical support to initiate the program. The initial preparatory work was very
difficult, but with the untiring support of the partner agencies, the land has now been converted into a fodder
cultivation plot. As per our plan, various rainfed fodder varieties and grass species suited to local conditions
will be cultivated here.
We expect a rise in fodder productivity due to this project, and fodder supply will be linked to our village
Gaushala. Our sincere thanks to CGPL, Parjanya Ecology and Kutch Fodder Fruit and Forest Development
Trust for this pioneer initiative in the region.
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AMRUTDHARA
ENABLING WATER SECURITY THROUGH PARTICIPATORY GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT
Kutch district in Gujarat has always been an arid, water
scarce region. Average annual rainfall is 340mm, and is
significantly lower in some parts of the district.
Due to low and erratic rainfall combined with high
temperatures resulting in high rates of evaporation,
surface water sources are inadequate to meet the
water requirement for drinking as well agriculture
and animal husbandry, both of which are primary
occupations of the people of the region, and both of
which are water intensive activities.
Water is indispensable for survival, and availability of
groundwater determines quality of life and economy of
the region.
While rain and surface water bodies are erratic water
sources, groundwater is a perennial and easily
accessible source, and there is a heavy dependence on
the resource, especially in arid regions.
Over a period, unplanned extraction and exploitation of
groundwater has lead to interconnected issues such as
water table depletion, groundwater quality deterioration,
and the ingression of highly saline sea water into the
aquifer in the coastal area.
This has created a scarcity of potable drinking water and
a negative impact on livelihoods.

Water stress is a recognised global issue, and this has prompted action from both government and industry especially towards improving groundwater resource.
Aquifers are invisible systems and not easily understood. Hence there is a lack of use of aquifer science at the design
level for the groundwater management process.
Communities on the demand side of the equation are not engaged. Efficient, location specific techniques are not
adopted. At a macro level, recognising that groundwater is a common pool resource and integrated planning and
collaboration to conserve this resource, is a big gap.
CGPL has adopted an integrated Participatory Groundwater Management (PGWM) approach to address the water
security issue in Kutch district at a macro-level.
The PGWM approach has a clear focus on aquifer based management of groundwater and is based on the
fundamental principle that groundwater is a common resource and all the various user groups are accountable for
responsible management of the resource.
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OBJECTIVES
• Water Security: Responsible water preservation at an aquifer level (source conservation) and responsible
water consumption at the user level (demand management)
• Community Empowerment For Sustainable Development: Designing and implementing PGWM protocols for
drinking water, recharge augmentation, agriculture practices and institution building

The PGWM program has a holistic approach to groundwater
management based on following principals:
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SUSTAINABLE
CITIES &
COMMUNITIES

Developing aquifer-specific, localised,
decentralised conservation
techniques (supply side management)

17

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

Adopting scientific and sustainable
water consumption processes
(demand side management)
Enabling community based data
and knowledge management
through empowered Bhujal Jankars
Building groundwater management
institutions at aquifer scale

13

CLIMATE
ACTION

12

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION &
PRODUCTION

PROJECT COVERAGE MAP

• PARTNERS •
Arid Communities & Technologies (ACT)

Geo-Science Services (GSS)

PARAB Water Management

Kutch Fodder Fruit and Forest
Development Trust (KFFFDT)

Tata Power Community
Development Trust (TPCDT)

WIN Foundation
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PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
Participatory Groundwater Management
of Kankavati Sandstone Aquifier
[Jointly by: CGPL-TPCDT, ACT, GSS]

Demand
Management

Supply
Management

Partnership

Drinking Water
Source Protection

Geo-hydrology
Studies

Groundwater Status
through Regular Monitoring

Cluster-village Level

Agriculture Practice
Level Protocols

Decentralized Water
Resource Action Plan

Seminar & Workshops

Aquifer Scale Level

Technological
Interventions

Water Resource
Development

Publication

Regional Level

Surface Storage

Groundwater Recharge

Ranchhodji Jadeja
Program Beneficiary Farmer

Ground water recharge activities and
artificial recharge tube well had been
executed in our area during 2016.
Due to this recharge tube well, now we no
longer need to lower our motor, due to
stability of the water levels.
Many orchards in surrounding area are also
rejuvenated. Thanks for implementation of
this program in our area – it is a game
changer.
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Awareness &
Advocacy

Dr. Sazina Bhimani
Geo-Science Services (GSS)

I am very thankful to CGPL for giving
Geo-Sciences a platform to grow as an
institution and establish our identity. The
best part of the CGPL team is that they
maintain the ethos of working as a team to
deliver solutions to meet stakeholder needs.
This close partnership has developed over
the years due to mutual trust, respect, and
impactful delivery in the field. CGPL
programs are creating a positive impact in
the community, and we are very thankful for
this continued partnership.

INTERVENTIONS
DEVELOPMENT OF
PGWM PROTOCOLS
Water Security Plan
Drinking Water Source
Protection Guidelines
Groundwater Recharge
Augmentation
Technological Interventions
Practice Level Protocols
Monitoring and Evaluation
Institutions

01
ACTION RESEARCH AND
SETTING UP A FIELD
RESEARCH LABORATORY

02
AUGMENTATION OF
WATER SOURCES

03

1. DEVELOPMENT OF PGWM PROTOCOLS
The following protocols were developed to set up community
managed groundwater resources:
Water Security Plan
Village level water security plans are developed based on existing water
resource potential, water demand and supply calculations, and findings
from a geo-hydrology study of the area, which is a crucial component in
the initial stages of PGWM and the foundation of a water security plan.
Drinking Water Source Protection Guidelines
Drinking water demand is a non-negotiable requirement and that needs to
be fulfilled even in drought years. Village level drinking water is assessed
in terms of potential and threats and drinking water protection guidelines
are formed on the basis of this data.
Groundwater Recharge Augmentation
Groundwater gets recharged naturally through rainfall and surface
structures and a groundwater recharge plan is built for effectiveness of
recharge. This requires identification of recharge and discharge zones
which is done on the basis of groundwater monitoring data and water
balance.
Technological Interventions
As the water resource is being used by multiple stakeholders, conservation
requires technological intervention for supply and user level management.
Practice Level Protocols
This protocol deals with agriculture practices. Cropping patterns, irrigation
methods, micro nutrients, and other agricultural practices are modified
based on this protocol.
Monitoring & Evaluation

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
AND EMPOWERMENT

04
WATER EFFICIENT
AGRICULTURE

05

As groundwater is a dynamic resource, it reflects changes in the water
table and water quality due to recharge and discharge, and hence it is
essential to monitor the resource seasonally and systematically. Baseline
and periodic monitoring are essential to assess the impact of PGWM
interventions.
Institutions
Institutions are an integral component in setting up all the above protocols,
and their management at a village and aquifer level. The process of building
institutions starts very early on in the program and institutions are
strengthened by capacity building and knowledge enhancement through
series of discussions, exposure visits and training programs.
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19 villages have been prepared, and include processes for assessment of existing
water sources, problem identification, and strategic water intervention planning. Plans for 12 villages have been
finalised, while plans for 7 villages will be finalised in the coming year.
Water security plans for

2. ACTION RESEARCH & SETTING UP A FIELD RESEARCH LABORATORY
Aquifers are closed and complex systems and their study requires specialised equipment and techniques, as well
as long-term, consistent studies, data management and analysis.
Thus, in order to facilitate on-ground research and mapping of geo-hydrological characteristics and ground-water
status, a preliminary level field research laboratory was set at the CGPL campus, while a coordination centre was
set up in Bidada Village, Mandvi Taluka, Kutch.
The field laboratory has been equipped with various instruments and material:
VES (Vertical Electrical Sounding) Survey
Machine for geological mapping

Water Security Plans

Water Level Sensor and Meter
to measure water level

Participatory Groundwater Management
Protocol Toolkit

GPS (Global Positioning System)
Machine to locate and map wells

Bhujal Jankar Toolkit

TDS (Total Dissolved Solids) Meter
to test water quality

Implementation Activity Map

Geo-Hydrology and Land Form Models

District Geology Map

Rain Gauge to map rainfall data

Cluster Profile Frame

Dumpy Level Survey Machine for
site surveys

Demonstration Activity Poster

Litho-Log Flask for geology profile
mapping

Several Research Papers and Reports

Computer system along with GIS
(Geographic Information System) Software

DATA BASED ACTION
> Water sample analysis for assessment of water quality
> Bi-monthly and seasonal monitoring of wells at the action research site and in the defined cluster
> Soil sample analysis for assessment of soil health and suitability for agriculture interventions followed by silt
application on farmland to improve the soil health
> Impact assessment of each demand and supply side intervention through monitoring and surveys
The research laboratory has enabled action research, a water use efficiency study, and participatory
geo-hydrological monitoring to enable the creation of a water security plan for the conjunctive conservation,
enhancement, and use of surface and ground water.

Students from the postgraduate program at Kutch University (KSKV), and IHE Delft Institute for Water
Education, the largest international graduate water education facility in the world based in Delft, The
Netherlands, have benefitted from the facilities available at the laboratory for local research and development.

Yogesh Jadeja
Arid Communities Technologies (ACT)

Our partner CGPL has a set a leadership
example in social development. We are
highly impressed by the sincerity and
sensitivity with which the CGPL- CSR team
approaches the work of community
development.
The impact of this work is well received by
the community and has brought a change
to many lives.
Our association with CGPL has grown over
our four years of association and is helping
the region to achieve increased water
sustenance and improvised agriculture
practices and the communities are
benefiting immensely.

Nagshibhai Gadhvi
Program Beneficiary Farmer

We used to face acute ground water quality
issues due to depletion of the water table
under our drinking water tubewell.
After deepening of the tank in the recharge
area and additional work on the tube well
under the project, the water table level has
improved considerably.
The recharge borewell constructed near the
checkdam helps water percolate to the
aquifer in 3 to 4 days and we now get the
benefits of the second round of rainfall.
Due to this, water table and water quality
has improved in the surrounding wells. We
can see the impact in crop growth and
production.

CGPL believes in long term partnerships to
create larger impact in the community.
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3. AUGMENTATION OF WATER SOURCES
Water structures were built, restored and repaired in order to ensure
efficient groundwater recharge and harvesting
> Pond renovation to increase storage capacity (in convergence
with the government’s Sujalam Sufalam Water Conservation
Mission)

90 water structures built,

restored, and repaired across

> Innovative river bed recharge pit for salinity mitigation

12 villages

> Pond de-silting to increase ground water recharge efficiency
> Artificial recharge tube wells for groundwater recharge
augmentation and to strengthen existing drinking water system

These will support
groundwater recharge & make
available water for critical
irrigation of

> Abundant well recharge for shallow and deep zone aquifer
recharge
> Check dam repair to increase water storage capacity for ground
water recharge

1300 Ha of land

> Filter chamber restoration to support agricultural land through
ground water recharge

4. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND EMPOWERMENT
INSTITUTION BUILDING
Community capacity building, training and sensitisation were
integral components to making the PGWM process community
driven.
Village panchayats and farmer groups were trained on the PGWM
approach, via two training modules:
(1) PGWM orientation and importance of groundwater recharge at
farm level
(2) PGWM protocols

Communities were engaged

8

via

capacity building & training programs

10

1

28 field meetings
19 workshops

focus group discussions

mass community awareness program

CAPACITY BUILDING OF BHUJAL JANKARS
Bhujal Jankars (Community Resource Persons - Para-Hydrogeologists) were selected and trained over the past one
year. This capacity building of community representatives and users is essential to enable a participatory approach
for groundwater management.
Capacity building of Bhujal Jankars includes a mindset shift to recognise groundwater as a common resource, and
technical training to become a community level water expert.
Training was provided on several topics such as perspective building to understand participatory groundwater
management, socio - economic data collection, site supervision, lithography data collection, preparation of a water
security plan, field level monitoring, etc.
Additionally, a specialised information and process toolkit was developed for the Bhujal Jankars.

Forming community institutions and building their capacities is key to participatory development and
ensuring project sustainability

4 Farmer Groups Formed

7 water committees

(pani samitis) formed

7 Bhujal Jankars

trained and deployed

5. WATER EFFICIENT AGRICULTURE
Farmers were introduced to various types of water efficient agriculture practices including cultivation of climate
resilient green and dry fodder, management of soil health for optimal water consumption, developing kitchen gardens,
and producing and using bio compost for organic farming. These interventions are highlighted in detail under project
Samriddhi, on page 12 of the report.

FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Increased community awareness on water security
> Increased community participation towards water conservation
> Increased community efforts towards self organisation

150

20%

Total area of land covered

0.40 MCM

Total farmers impacted

1650 ha

Increment in water structure capacity

Water holding / recharge
capacity increased

1.83%

Overall
of water deficit reduced

200400 Cu. M.
of water conserved

Jayantibhai Nakar
Program Beneficiary Farmer

Under PGWM, we have been given training and exposure which inspired me to adopt the PGWM model in
our village. The farmers of my village are building recharge structures around their defunct borewells and
also adhering to the set of PGWM protocols. Thanks a lot to the team working for tirelessly for us.

CASE STUDY 1: Rise in water table level: Improvement in groundwater resources in the study area in comparison
with the regional aquifer was computed through thematic maps. Pre- monsoon data from 2015 was earmarked as
the pre-implementation baseline.
Program impact was mapped over two years from 2015 – 2017, and despite receiving low to negligible rainfall, data
clearly shows improved water quality from 500 to 1000 mg/l and a rise in the water table from 5 meters to 10 meters
within two years in all the cluster villages including Faradi, Mota Bhadiya, Nani Khakhar, Tragadi, Gundiyali, and Nana
Bhadiya.
CASE STUDY 2: During program implementation, a mini watershed in Mota Bhadiya village was selected and treated
with various activities such as upstream gabion to control silt load, up-gradation of three check dams, and
construction of an artificial recharge borewell.
Groundwater conditions show a clear improvement and agriculture showed increased productivity even in low
rainfall phases.
CASE STUDY 3: Tragadi is a coastal village having saline groundwater with TDS of ~ 5000 mg/l. The village has its
own pond and a drinking water borewell, but the water quality is very poor.
As part of the project, interventions to ensure water security for both – drinking water, as well as irrigation water were carried out, and the village pond was upgraded to increase water storage and recharge efficiency.
The TDS of the groundwater around the drinking water borewell improved from 4500 mg/l TDS to 2300 mg/l after
the very first monsoon cycle. Artificial recharge borewells were constructed in pockets of irrigated fields and have
helped improve the water table level and quality of groundwater resources.
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SAGARBANDHU
INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT IN LIVELIHOOD AND OVERALL QUALITY OF LIFE OF FISHING
COMMUNITIES
Fishing is a traditional means of livelihood in
Kutch - 25% of the coastline of Gujarat lies in
Kutch district.
Despite this, Kutch accounts for only around
10% of the total fish production in Gujarat,
and fishing communities here face several
development gaps.
Outdated fishing techniques, low climate
resilience leading to unpredictable fish
availability, and no alternate livelihood sources
lead to unstable income.
Additionally, there is a lack of basic facilities
such as access to affordable healthcare and
civic amenities like sanitation, safe drinking
water, electricity, proper roads, etc.
Consistent, high quality education is also a big
challenge, especially for children in transient
communities.
Sagarbandhu is a special initiative undertaken
by CGPL focussed on improving the quality of
life of the fishing community.

CGPL works in Tragadi and Modhva, two coastal
villages, and Tragadi Bunder, a temporary coastal
bunder, in close proximity to the CGPL plant, and
implements programs to improve the overall quality
of life of the fishing communities there.
Though fishing is the primary occupation in both
villages, there are two distinct types of communities
present. Modhva and Tragadi consist of a settled
local community, while Tragadi Bunder has only
transient fishing settlements.
These transient communities migrate seasonally to
Tragadi Bunder for eight to nine months every year
during the fishing season from villages that are
anywhere between 5km and 80km away.
The government has banned fishing during the
monsoons, during which the families go back to
their villages and earn their livelihoods through daily
wages as farm or non-farm based labour.
Fishermen use small motorised boats and simple
fishing gear, and sometimes also practice Pagadiya
(non-boat) fishing - where they set up nets in the sea
to capture fish.

Challenges faced by fishing communities

Environmental

> Inconsistent / depleted fishery resources due to overfishing
& climate change
> Habitat destruction - land and water based pollution
> Limited to no access to basic health, education and infrastructure services

Socio-economic

> Low awareness - outdated practices and misconceptions
> Lack of alternative livelihoods
> Increasing population and poverty and resource sharing challenges

Governance

> Limited institutional capacity - limited partnership, coordination & participation
> Inadequate/inconsistent policies, low awareness on available social security

Husain HajiEssa Gadh
Program Beneficiary

The tarpaulin sheets provided by CGPL are used by us to dry our big and small Jhinga (prawns). This results in
several benefits - the fish dry better, remain clean, and we fisherfolk get 30% better rates for our catch as
compared to the previous rates. Demand has also increased – so our income is much better than before.

OBJECTIVES
• Sustainable Livelihoods: Enabling efficient and climate friendly fishing practices
• Quality Of Life: Improvement in overall quality of life of transient and settled fishing communities via
access to improved healthcare, sanitation, education, rural infrastructure, information dissemination for
social security, and institution building for community empowerment
Since challenges are many and varied, CGPL has adopted
an integrated approach for the development of these fishing
communities.
Programs addressing water and sanitation, health,
children’s education, rural infrastructure, energy, livelihood
support, and information dissemination for social security
were implemented.
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DECENT WORK &
ECONOMIC
GROWTH

7

Institution building was at the core of each intervention local institutions like Self Help Groups (SHGs) and a Village
Development and Advisory Council (VDAC) were set up.
Capacity building of these institutions was done to empower
communities to drive change sustainably.

AFFORDABLE &
CLEAN ENERGY

14

1

9

LIFE
BELOW WATER

NO POVERTY

INDUSTRY,
INNOVATION &
INFRASTRUCTURE

A participatory approach was adopted to ensure effective
planning and implementation of each initiative.
Previously underserved, these locations are now recipients
of public resources from local government due to the work
done here by CGPL.

3

4

GOOD HEALTH &
WELL-BEING

QUALITY
EDUCATION

17

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

6

CLEAN WATER
& SANITATION

16

10

PEACE, JUSTICE
& STRONG
INSTITUTIONS

REDUCING
INEQUALITY

12

• PARTNERS •
Utthan

RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION &
PRODUCTION

Swadeep

13

CLIMATE
ACTION
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INTERVENTIONS
1. LIVELIHOOD IMPROVEMENT

LIVELIHOOD
IMPROVEMENT

Over the years, several simple interventions to
improve fishing techniques and selling practices have
been introduced. These interventions have
significantly increased profit margins with only
minimal inputs.

Provision Of
Quality Equipment
Information
Dissemination
& Capacity Building (FIC)
Lobster Fattening

Provision of Quality Equipment

01

Fishermen were provided with tarpaulin sheets and
bamboos for drying fish, and gloves and sieves for
sorting fish, to promote hygienic and efficient fishing
practices.

EDUCATION

02

Fish catch which was previously dried
directly in the sand is now dried on the
tarpaulin sheets provided or on bamboo
grids. The use of gloves and sieves for
sorting fish has greatly reduced sorting
times as well as instances of skin abrasions
on the hands of women and children
resulting from constant exposure to fish and
sea water.

HEALTH & SANITATION
Medical Camps
First Aid Kits
Access To Clean
Drinking Water
Sanitation

CGPL has also constructed a pukka or
paved road between Tragadi and Tragadi
Bunder and looks after its maintenance on
an ongoing basis. This road facilitates ease
of access to markets, and this has resulted
in a significant increase in fish sales.

03
BUILDING
COMMUNITY
Institution Building &
Micro Finance
Cultural Programs &
Sports Promotion

04

Sorting time reduced by

75%

Trends in the fish catch, number of households, and boats involved in fishing for livelihood generation
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Year

HH into Fishing

No. of Boats

Fish catch quantity (in KG)

2013-14

88

84

5510.6

2014-15

85

83

7533

2015-16

100

102

6003.07

2016-17

124

115

10146.5

Information Dissemination and Capacity Building
A Fisheries Information Centre (FIC) was set up in Tragadi Bunder for fishermen to avail all information and services
under one roof. The FIC helps strengthen and mobilise the community, promotes overall well-being, and facilitates
increased convergence with government programs.
In the past year, CGPL undertook repairs of the centre to ensure that it is in good condition and a community asset.
Several exposure visits to fishery institutes, fish processing plants etc. were also facilitated to help increase
efficiency in fishing practices.
Services available at the FIC
1 Information & Handholding Support For Application To Relevant Government & Social Security Schemes
2 Capacity Building On Efficient Fishing Practices
3 Renewal Of Fishing Licences
4 Liaising With The District Fisheries Department
5 Demonstrations Of New Technologies - Solar Fish Dryer Demonstration lead by SHG women
6 Obtaining School Migration Certificates For Students From Transient Families
7 Community Space To Host Meetings, Health Camps, etc.

110 fishing households have benefitted directly from the FIC. In the past year, 40 fisherfolk have
applied for PAN Cards, and 24 fisherfolk have applied for solar boat lights and solar lanterns under available
schemes by the Government of Gujarat.

Suleman Abhu
Program Beneficiary

Medical/health related programs and services are provided to us by CGPL. The establishment of the Sagar
Shala school has increased literacy levels of the children in the community because they can now attend
school regularly, even when we migrate. Most importantly, we can get information on various government
schemes for fisherfolk and help to avail these schemes from the Machimar Information Kendra (Fishermen
Information Centre).
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Lobster Fattening
Pagadiya fishing is fishing on foot - fishermen walk into the sea during low tide, place their nets on sticks planted
into the mud, wait for high tide for the lobsters to be swept into their nets, and go back during low tide to collect the
catch.
Small lobsters caught are simply discarded since they fetch close to no money. In order to promote focus on
sustainable resource use for increased income generation, CGPL piloted a Lobster Fattening Program for Pagadiya
fishermen in Modhva on an experimental basis through a scientifically introduced pit – culture method in which
small lobsters are fattened in pits dug in the sea for a period of two to three months.
Systematic dialogue, risk assessment, exposure, and capacity building was conducted with the fishermen
community in the planning phase, before initiation of the pilot.

Pits are dug in the sea floor, and small lobsters which would otherwise not fetch any money are put in these
pits, and the pits are covered with a net. Hence the sea water is able to sweep in and out of the pits to give
the lobsters a natural environment and natural food to grow.

1

20 fishermen
pit per fisherman

Average Profit

Rs. 5000/- per pit per annum

100
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beneficiaries

Since this is the demonstration phase, only one pit
has been built per household.
Once fishermen are familiarised with the process
and have seen a substantial rise in income, upto
five pits can be built per household, to increase
income by four to five times.
Hence, this method not only promotes sustainable
resource use but also enhances income through
effective use of existing resources.

2. EDUCATION
A Sagarshala (School by the Sea) was established at
Tragadi Bunder in order to ensure that migration of
transient fishing communities does not disrupt
education, and children receive seamless education
throughout the year. The Sagarshala is an informal
‘tent school’ with syllabus aligned to government
education.
It provides an education platform for children who live
in Tragadi Bunder only during the fishing season, and
issues migration certificates that enable children to
pick up where they left off when they return to their
parent schools.
The tent structure for the school has been provided by
CGPL, while the teaching personnel are supported by
the government through the ‘Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan’
program.
Regular capacity building was done for teachers, and
regular parent - teacher meetings were organised to
increase commitment of parents towards education.

120 children between

6-14

years of age (Class I - VIII)
benefitted directly
Enrolment & attendance have increased
by

300% in the past year

Over and above regular classes, several interventions for
overall child development were organised:
School bags, healthcare and hygiene kits and educational
kits for each child
Cognitive development tools like puzzles, games, and practical
models
Learning aids like number sticks and learning cards with phonetics,
rhymes and poems for familiarisation with language patterns
Captivating exercises to enhance comprehension, expression,
and writing skills
Singing, drawing and sports competitions
Celebrating days of cultural and scientific significance
Science fairs and exhibitions in which to learn basic concepts
of science through experiments
Exposure visit to Bhuj to increase social awareness
Linking school with the government mid-day meal program

3. HEALTH AND SANITATION
Medical Camps
Regular medical camps were organised in Tragadi Bunder
across the year in order to overcome poor access to
basic healthcare. Camps were broadly divided into four
categories. School camps addressed basic hygiene and
nutrition issues such as deworming, malnourishment,
vitamin deficiencies etc. as well as illnesses such as skin
disease and other common illnesses affecting the
children.
General camps were of the same nature, but at a
community level, and included addressing general health
issues such as diabetes and hypertension. Women
specific camps addressed gynaecological problems and
recommendations for sterilisation where relevant. Eye
camps addressed commonly occurring ophthalmological
issues such as check-ups for cataract and prescription of
glasses to correct vision.
All four camp types followed the same process - a
check-up, with upto two weeks of relevant medication
provided at no cost, and referral of surgical cases to the
nearby Bhojay Sarvoday Trust Hospital which provides
no to very low cost treatment.
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6 health camps

1242

beneficiaries

1 health awareness program

90

beneficiaries

First Aid Kits
Fishermen communities were trained on personal health and
hygiene and first aid and hygiene kits were provided to each
household in Tragadi Bunder, along with a safety check-list for
fishing expeditions.

20 Kits distributed

1

kit per household

Access to Clean Drinking Water
Water salinity is high around the coastal belt and water is unfit for
consumption. CGPL installed a water tank in Tragadi Bunder, and
the tank is filled daily with clean tanker water which is safe to
drink.
The water is sufficient to meet drinking and domestic needs of
the community and eliminate the problem of water scarcity. The
water is also used for the washing and boiling of fish catch.
Cleaning and maintenance of the tank, and standard checks on
the water are performed regularly to ensure consistent water
purity and potability. Water jugs were also provided to promote
hygienic storage and dispensing of drinking water. Each
household contributed Rs. 50/- towards a jug, and the money
collected was used towards the welfare of the children attending
the Sagarshala.

Water tank with

15000 Litre capacity installed

123

water jugs provided

1jug per household

Safe drinking water for

680 beneficiaries

A water pipeline was set up in Modhva to enable household level
access to clean, potable water.

First Aid Kits

Access to Clean Drinking Water

Sanitation
The migratory nature of the settlement at Tragadi Bunder renders it with close to no access to civic amenities. Under
the sanitation program ‘Sammaan’ CGPL built toilet blocks and a sewer line to address this gap.
The use of toilets has increased substantially, and the village has been declared ‘Open Defecation Free’ under
the government ‘Swacchh Bharat Abhiyan’ program. The toilets have benefitted everyone, but especially the
women and girls. The community manages the responsibility of keeping these toilets clean.
Community contribution of

20% towards building a sewer line and

regular contribution towards a maintenance fund

40

toilet blocks with a water connection built
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4. BUILDING COMMUNITY
Institution Building and Micro Finance
Fishermen were trained and mobilised to form groups to avail revolving micro-loans. Fishing communities in the area
are typically in a perpetual debt cycle - they borrow money on high interest rates from local money lenders to sustain
themselves during the non-fishing season.
CGPL provided seed capital for a rotating fund that fishermen can borrow following the prescribed group norms and
free themselves from debt and exploitative borrowing practices. Women were trained and organised into Self Help
Groups (SHGs) and have started regular savings and credit activities in order to further strengthen the financial
capital of the community.
Women were also trained on micro-enterprise development. A detailed overview of this activity is covered under the
Udyamee program on page 73 of the report.

4

2 SHGs consisting of 22 women formed
micro finance groups consisting of

70

58

fishermen formed

20 fishermen received micro - loans

women trained on micro - enterprise development

Cultural Programs and Sports Promotion
Kawali music evenings, cricket matches, and
celebrations on culturally significant days were
organised for transient fishing communities who live
away from mainstream entertainment.
Programs were interspersed with information
dissemination on educational topics such as the
importance of sanitation, health and hygiene, the
importance of regular education, etc. and achieved
three objectives - they provided entertainment to
communities who have no means of recreation, they
enabled
awareness
generation
on
basic
developmental issues, and they brought people
together to create the spirit of community.
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2 cultural programs for over

900
17

people organised

games kits
provided to youth

FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Improved overall quality of life - increased awareness on and access to improved livelihoods, education,
healthcare, personal hygiene, sanitation, infrastructure, government schemes, and stronger social capital
681 fisherfolk from 110 households
have an improved quality of life

180

259

Men
Women
Children

242

8% Average Increase In Income
5% additional
increase in income from
the lobster fattening model

Pravin Bhikadiya
Utthan

Our partnership with CGPL since
2015-16 has been exemplary, and our
association has resulted in the
achievement of desired outcomes in
the community. CGPL’s approach of
delivering
programs
in
close
coordination with partner agencies is a
benchmark, and activities are always
aligned with community needs.
The sincerity of the team is evident in
their work and has increased program
impact
many-fold.
Program
implementation is based on the
approach of shifting from transactional
to transformational interventionswhich is key for the sustainability of
any program. CGPL’s engagement with
the fishermen community has proved
very beneficial to the community, and
their approach is an ideal one to adopt
for overall regional development.

Kalyan Danger
Swadeep

CGPL and Swadeep have shared a great camaraderie over
the years, which has resulted in the successful
implementation of the Sagarbandhu program. We always
found the team very responsive and well-tuned to the
strategic needs of the community and further deployment of
programs. The delivery system of the CSR programs is also
well monitored. The CGPL team always ensures that every
investment goes to the last mile in making a difference. In
partnership with CGPL, many innovations and best practices
have been achieved in the field of social development. We
are very thankful to CGPL for the opportunity to partner with
them for the betterment of the community.

Gadh Asgar Siddique
Program Beneficiary

Clean water, the basis of all sustenance, was a scarcity for our
fishing community. To overcome this, CGPL implemented a
safe drinking water program for us through which we are able
to access free water on a daily basis.
Earlier, we used to call for water by bullock cart from Tragadi
which was very expensive for us. We had to spend about Rs.
40/- per day which worked out to about Rs. 1200/- to Rs.
1500/- per month.
Thus, a fair chunk of our income had to be set aside for water
which was not even potable.
Now we are able to save time, money, and effort which is very
good, and can access very good quality, clean, sweet water at
our doorstep.
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DHAAGA
PRESERVATION OF TRADITIONAL KUTCHI CRAFTS AND ENHANCED INCOME GENERATION
FOR ARTISANS
Kutch is world famous for its rich
handicrafts - they are an important part of
Kutchi tradition and each community of
Kutch has its own style, colours and motifs
that represent nature, geometry or religion.
The Rabaris, an indigenous tribal community
of nomadic cattle and camel herders have
traditionally been famous for their bharat kaam
or hand embroidery.
Over time, this rich tradition has been
disappearing as younger generations lose
interest in the work.

OBJECTIVES
• Preservation of the rapidly disappearing
Kutchi handicrafts and bringing them back
into the daily lives of the Rabaris
• Making handicrafts a viable source of
sustainable and respectable livelihood
generation for women that would otherwise
be working as low paid labour or not
working at all, hence improving overall
quality of life

Women artisans were from the Rabari community
were trained or retrained in traditional embroidery. The
men in this community earn a living through camel
rearing or driving trucks, and the additional income
from handicrafts earned by the women contributes
towards an improved quality of life at a household
level.
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REDUCING
INEQUALITY

Several artisans were young women with no prior
training or employment, and several were widows and
sole breadwinners for their families.

1

NO POVERTY

8

DECENT WORK &
ECONOMIC
GROWTH

43

women artisans
were engaged
Work started with just

3 artisans & 50 more women joined the

program over time
• PARTNERS •
Kala Raksha Trust
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INTERVENTIONS
MULTI-PURPOSE
COMMUNITY CENTRE

01
CAPACITY BUILDING &
MARKET LINKAGES

02

1. MULTI-PURPOSE COMMUNITY CENTRE
A common working space fosters a sense of community and
collective learning. CGPL built a multi-purpose community centre to
promote income generation for local artisans.
The artisans use this centre as a shared working space where they
are able to interact with and exchange knowledge with each other
while working.
Training sessions, SHG meetings and community celebrations are
also held here.
The community hall is located in Vandh village, at a location
easily accessible by all. Over a thousand people benefit from this
hall - it is a space where the whole community comes together.

2. CAPACITY BUILDING AND MARKET LINKAGES
Women artisans were trained for skill up-gradation to improve style and quality of work to meet market demands.
Training was provided on various design aspects such as colour combinations, embroidery motif designs and
placement, quantity and type of embroidery, quality of material, overall product finishing etc.
Basic skills training was also conducted for those new to the craft. These programs included simple techniques
for making tassels, handles for bags etc. Mentorship from seasoned artists, inputs from design experts, and
exposure visits for artisans were facilitated to augment the learning process. Women were then connected to
various market platforms to enhance sales and income generation.
Mentorship:
In order to preserve the traditional authenticity of the craft, the program is mentored by Lachchhuben, one of the
most skilled artists in the Rabari community.
Expert Inputs:
Design guidance to make products profitable as well as market friendly was provided to artisans by professionals
from Kala Raksha partner orgainsations.
Exposure Visits:
Exposure visits to nearby villages were organised for the women artisans. The women were able to study the
unique handicrafts and traditions of each region, and interact with local artisans for a rich exchange of knowledge
and experience. The women also visited the Kala Raksha Museum and were able to study two-hundred year old
hand embroidered pieces. This helped them to start thinking about how they could incorporate old traditional
designs in the contemporary embroidery techniques currently in practice.
Market Linkages:
Various exhibitions and sale promotion activities were organised for the artisans - they were connected to various
platforms to establish market linkages for sustainable sales and increased supplementary income.
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FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Market linkages (Okhai, Kala Raksha, CGPL, open markets)
> Community institutions effectively established with the capacity for self-management
> Increased social capital and a stronger sense of community and belonging

10% - 20% average increase in income
43 women directly benefitted
15 existing artists reinstated
28 women introduced to handicrafts

Vimal Prakash Bhanani
KalaRaksha

We have always found the CGPL- CSR
team to be very responsive and well-tuned
to the ground realities of the SHG artisans.
Our partnership is helping to preserve the
rich traditional handicrafts - especially
Rabari embroidery - of Kutch, improve
quality, bridge the gap between artisans
and the market, and increase market
access and hence income of the SHG
artisans.

Ramiben Sangha Rabari
Program Beneficiary

The Dhaaga program has given me an
opportunity to earn a little and help my
husband provide a better future for our
children.
I hope this kind of program continues so
that I can learn about and carry forward the
traditions of our elders.
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Our joint efforts are dedicated towards
striving for sustainability of the ongoing
Dhaaga
program
and
economic
empowerment of women artisans through
constantly working to encourage artisan
creativity,
individual
initiative
and
participation.

PROVISION OF
BASIC NEEDS

MAMTA
AAROGYA

EDUCATION | HEALTH

SWAJAL

SAMVAAD
SAMMAAN

E- VIDYA
DAKSH

SHIKSHA SAARTHI

SHIKSHA SAARTHI
IMPROVING LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR CHILDREN IN RURAL SCHOOLS
In India, current teaching practices revolve
around rote learning rather than hands-on
learning.
This problem is further magnified while
teaching subjects such as science that require
innovation, creativity of thought and
experiential learning.
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QUALITY
EDUCATION

Inadequate infrastructure in government schools
further hinders the learning process of students.
Despite great surges in development, only 40.1%
of the students in Classes 3-5 (in both
government and private schools) in Kutch
District, could read a Class 2 level text while only
29.8% of the children in Class 3-5 could solve
subtraction sums as per the Annual Status of
Education Report (ASER) 2018.

• PARTNERS •
Pratham Education Foundation
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PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

OBJECTIVES
• Improving the quality of education and learning levels among students to maximise learning
achievements through customised interventions based on regional needs
• Stimulating curiosity and enabling the development of a scientific temper not only among children,
but the community at large
• Strengthening the existing science program in rural schools to improve learning outcomes of children
- Children develop basic competencies required for science learning such as handling experimental
material, making correct observations, identifying patterns, learning reasoning and being able to draw
conclusions
- Children develop the confidence to perform experiments and hone their demonstration skills
- Children able to prepare experiments and models by themselves and explain different science concepts
in their own words
- The program will serve as a demonstration of the ‘Learning by Doing’ method of science learning in front
of teachers, parents and community members

INTERVENTIONS
CGPL started the Shiksha Saarthi program
in 2012 with the aim of improving learning
outcomes in Mandvi and Mundra Blocks of
Kutch district.
Over the years, CGPL has supported
various interventions that have had a
profound impact on the learning levels in the
communities of Mundra and Mandvi as a
part of the project.
Over the years, learning camps, mother
involvement activities, and science based
interventions have been implemented in
schools in the area.
The last year focussed on strengthening the
Science Program by building on past
interventions to create an environment of
learning by doing to develop and sustain the
curiosity of children in scientific concepts.

1183 students benefited directly
250 933
Boys

Workshops held across

Girls

30 schools

SCIENCE PROGRAM IN RURAL
SCHOOLS
The program provided a platform for children to learn by
doing experiments on their own, handling various kinds of
apparatuses and tools and exploring the natural
environment in order to bridge learning gaps. An
environment of learning-by-doing was created to develop
the curiosity of children about scientific concepts.
Program Focus: Using Science Centres as platforms for
youth and community members to build awareness on
scientific concepts.

The program followed the framework of establishing a Science Centre at a village level, followed by setting up
sub - centres across schools where students were able to observe scientific equipment such as microscopes
and telescopes and replicate models of what they observed with guidance from their teachers.
Science based workshops were conducted for children around the themes of ‘Mera Ghar’, where children built
model homes, ‘Nature Exploration’ where the children prepared projects from leaves and other natural material,
and ‘Magnets’ where the children learnt about the properties and applications of magnets.
Science fairs were organised to introduce children and communities to various concepts of science. Children
got the opportunity to learn about a topic of their choice in depth, and construct a model around this topic,
exhibit the model, and present it along with an explanation to their parents, teachers, and the community at
large.
In celebration of National Science Day, a mega Science Fair was held in the community - the fair had
various activity corners including a reading corner, and arts and crafts corner, and a digital corner, and children
were also given the opportunity to display their work here.
They spent a considerable amount of time learning about the five prescribed themes - air, fire, water, earth and
wind - and listing out the possible models they could make.
Children then made and displayed their models at the fair which was attended by parents, local government
representatives, and CGPL employees.
A total of 490 children across 10 villages actively participated in making, presenting and
explaining their models in science fairs. Approximately 3000 children, 70 teachers and 400
community members from the villages visited the science fairs.
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FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Increased student attendance and engagement in studies, especially in science
> Increased practical knowledge and self-confidence in students through participation in
demonstrative science fairs
> Increased overall learning levels in science by 12.5%, depicted in Graphs 1 and 2 below

7164 students from 30 schools in19 villages benefitted directly
Baseline, midline and endline assessments were conducted in all 30 targeted schools
in Mandvi and Mundra to gauge the learning improvement in children. The results were as follows:
GRAPH 1: VOCABULARY & REASONING
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GRAPH 2: PRACTICAL SKILLS
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28%

Partially Correct

Baseline Midline Endline
Drawing Conclusion (Q22A)

Incorrect

VOCABULARY AND REASONING
At baseline, 39% of the students answered a question (Q1 C) related to Science Vocabulary correctly, while 61%
answered it incorrectly. At midline, 58% of the children answered the question correctly while 42% of the children
answered it incorrectly.
At endline, 64% of the children answered the same question correctly while 36% answered it incorrectly. Examples
of questions related to Science Vocabulary are naming different shapes and body parts.
Similarly, for reasoning, 32% of the students answered a different question (Q16) related to Reasoning correctly,
while 68% answered it incorrectly. At midline, there was a significant jump with 42% of the children being able to
answer the question correctly. This number further jumped to 58% at endline.
Examples of questions related to Reasoning are identifying magnetic poles and identifying under which condition a
plant will undergo most photosynthesis.

PRACTICAL SKILLS
A total of 291 students were assessed for the Practical Group Assessment from the 30 schools at baseline. An
average of 10 students were tested from every school for the practical assessment.
Students were tested on three competencies – Tool Handling Skills, Observation Skills and Drawing Conclusions
Skills. A representative sample was chosen for Midline. 76 children were tested at Midline. 293 children were tested
at Endline.

Tool Handling Skills

Observation Skills

Drawing Conclusion Skills

At baseline, 8% of the students

At baseline, 32% of the students
answered a question related to
Observation Skills correctly, 43%
answered the question partially
correctly and 25% answered the
question incorrectly.

At baseline, 10% of the students
answered a question related to
Drawing
Conclusions
Skills
correctly, 64% answered the
question partially correctly and 26%
answered the question incorrectly.

At midline, 58% of the children
could answer the question
correctly while 14% of the children
answered the question partially
correct.

At midline, 43% of the children could
answer the question correctly while
45% of the children answered it
partially correct.

answered a question related to
Tool Handling Skills correctly,
12% answered the question
partially correctly and 80%
answered
the
question
incorrectly.
At midline, 31% of the children
could answer the question
correctly. This increased to 39%
at endline.
Examples of questions related to
Tool Handling Skills include
using the scale and protractor
correctly.

At endline, 76% of the children
could answer the question
correctly while 8% of the children
could answer the question
partially correctly.
Examples of questions related to
Observation
Skills
include
measuring quantities correctly.

At endline, 46% of the children could
answer the question correctly while
37% could answer the question
partially correctly.
Examples of questions related to
Drawing Conclusions Skills include
giving reasons for why the speed of
an object increases or decreases.
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CASE STUDY
Sultan Hajimamad Reliya
Program Beneficiary

Since Tragadi Bunder is a temporary fishing settlement where fishermen migrate seasonally during the fishing
season, the area has no permanent schools. There is however, one temporary class running here as a Special
Training Program (STP) under the Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan. Under the Shiksha Saarthi program, a science
workshop was conducted for the children here. Sultan Hajimamad Reliya was one of the students who
participated in the workshop.
Sultan migrates to Tragadi seasonally with his parents and four siblings and comes from an economically
disadvantaged background. As a student, Sultan had no interest in studying science or maths. It was difficult
for him to understand concepts by reading textbooks, and hence he would skip all science and math related
activities in the STP. This would lead to him doing badly in these subjects, which only further increased his
dislike of the subjects.
At the science workshop, Sultan got the opportunity to learn by doing for the first time. He was included in all
the activities, and as his participation grew, he not only began to understand concepts of geometry, but was
also able to start explaining these concepts. By the end of the workshop, he had his hand up for every
question that was being asked by the facilitators. Now Sultan finds that science and maths are not as difficult
as he believed them to be, and enjoys helping other children in class to understand new concepts.

Vishnu Bharat Mota
Student, Bag Vadi Primary School
Program Beneficiary

Vishnu Bharat Mota studies in Std. 7 at the Bag Vadi Primary School in Bag village, which is seven kilometers
from Mandvi block, Kutch. He lives with his father who is a cook, his mother who is a housewife, and a
younger brother and sister. During a science workshop in his school, it was observed that Vishnu was a very
active student, always looking for new tasks to do. When the facilitators spoke to him, they found out that he
had been a part of the Shiksha Saarthi program since he was in Std. 5.
The experience had inspired him greatly and had sparked an interest of science in him. Working practically on
science models helped him understand concepts. This led to him participating in and winning the first prize
in a school-level science competition and subsequently the second prize in a block level science competition
held in Mandvi, and organised by the Education Department of the Government of Gujarat. He presented a
science model of a water level indicator that he had learnt in a workshop at both these events.
On learning about these achievements, the facilitators gave Vishnu more responsibility and made him the
leader of his group at the current workshop. This new responsibility increased his enthusiasm and he
participated in the activities with a new energy.
Vishnu said that while he likes studying science in school, it is the model making during the science
workshops that makes him understand concepts behind the models clearly and inspires him to make models
on his own. He wants to work with machines when he grows up, specifically mobile phones.
Vishnu’s teachers and principal at school are also very supportive and proud of him. His principal said that
after the Shiksha Saarthi science fairs and workshops, Vishnu’s confidence and leadership skills have
increased tremendously along with his interest in science. This will be greatly helpful to him in his further
studies as well as his career.
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R R Rathod
Principal, Shree Bagh-Mhaska Primary School
Program Beneficiary

CGPL organised a science fair and workshop, through which students were encouraged to explore and
express their interest in science.
Students were given the opportunity to build science models which supported their exploration and
understanding of science.
Thus, via the project the students of Std. VI and VII were able to create an affinity for the subject. This is why
the project is worthy of our appreciation and gratitude.
If these kinds of projects were to be conducted each year, the potential in students can be awakened.

Saveri Kulsheshth
Pratham Education Foundation

It has been a real pleasure collaborating with CGPL. They have a deep understanding of grassroots issues and
always try to add value to the partner’s work.
It is also worth highlighting the trust they show in the partner organisations, which makes it much easier to
design programs keeping gaps at the field level in mind.
They also spend a considerable amount of time making themselves familiar with the project as well as the
beneficiaries. The Shiksha Saarthi intervention has over the years focussed on improving the learning levels
of children in Language and Math and Science with a strong emphasis on building the ownership of the
community towards the status of education in their villages.
This year, the focus has primarily been on targeting children in grades 6-8 through the Science Program. We
are trying to create an environment of learning by doing so that we can further work on developing the
curiosity of children on scientific concepts.
We are also using the Science Centre as a platform through which the youth and community members can
be reached to build their awareness about scientific concepts.
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E-VIDYA
DIGITISING CURRICULUMS FOR HIGH QUALITY RURAL EDUCATION
Children’s futures are determined by their ability to grasp
school curriculums and learn.
In rural areas, outdated teaching methods and unengaged
teachers and students result in a learning gap which grows
with time.
High quality digitised education that engages both
students and teachers is an integral step towards bridging
the gap between rural and urban education in India.
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OBJECTIVES
• Enhancing quality of education, creating conducive learning
environments, and improving teaching methodology to
decrease the school dropout rates in the region

17

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

• Making Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
more relevant and user- friendly to engage children and
teachers and enable efficient learning and overall
development
• Integrating technology in curriculum and classrooms
without disturbing the existing educational system to
revolutionise education quality by digitising rural schools

Riyaz Sumra
Student, Sumravas Prathmik Shala
Program Beneficiary

Teaching through computer and software is very interesting. The lessons learnt from the software are easy
to understand and it is easy to grasp content. We look forward to coming to school daily now.

• PARTNERS •
Learning Delight
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INTERVENTIONS
The program was designed to promote the
concept of ‘smart E-schools’ through the
installation of customised software aligned
with the Gujarat state curriculum upto Class
8, and approved by the GCERT – GOG, to
build on government efforts to support and
promote the use of ICT in schools across the
country to revolutionise the way children are
taught – by digitising all content and making
it engaging and interactive.
A baseline study was conducted in village
schools to gauge current levels of students in
Maths, Science, and English. The study also
mapped
student
perceptions
and
understanding
of
Information
and
Communication Technology (ICT).
Principals, teachers and students were
engaged from the beginning to ensure
stakeholder participation and ownership.
After completion of mapping and
chapterisation, customised digital content
approved by the GCERT for implementation
across Gujarat was installed in well
systemised
computer
laboratories
established by The Department of Education
in Gujarat and equipped with the E- Vidya
software.
The content was relevant and user-friendly
for students and teachers in rural areas and
aligned with the curriculum followed by
primary government schools in Gujarat to
make prescribed textbooks fun and easy.
State board certified supporting features
such as activities, games, animation, riddles,
puzzles, stories etc. were also included in the
software in order to encourage creativity in
students.
Teachers were trained and provided
consistent support to use the software in
order to maximise learning benefits, and
ensure optimised and integrated use of the
software in the teaching process. Technical
support was extended as needed.

1700

20 schools
students benefitted

Mapping of Students

01
Installation of E-learning
Software

02
Training of Teachers
and Principals

03
Baseline
Study

04
Workshop or
Activity

05
Endline
Study

06
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Digital learning adds value in classroom teaching by
making learning and teaching interactive and
interesting through ICT.
It facilitates reduced teaching time in comparison to
conventional lecture models used by teachers, aids
practical knowledge and awareness by enabling
children to apply academic knowledge with its
inbuilt features and activities, and helps teachers
clarify concepts through activity-based learning.

Parinita Gohil
Learning Delight

CGPL is doing a great job with communities. They
are enhancing skills of people with the help of new
innovations and technologies.
The team understands ground realities and works
to address community needs. We are lucky to be
working with them and impacting the lives of
children.

FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Improved teaching pedagogy among teachers
> Increased student enrolment and engagement in studies
> Increased visual learning skills and overall learning
achievements among students

4348 students from 20 schools
benefitted directly from the program

H R Mota
Shree Baghwadi Vistaar Primary School
Program Beneficiary

I would like to express thanks to CGPL on behalf on my entire team. The CGPL E-Vidya project has benefitted
students of grades I to VIII especially parts of the curriculum in the subjects of Maths, Social Sciences,
Science and English.
Various activities, evaluation questions and videos helped students learn and contained a lot of information
that was very helpful while teaching. Our school has grades from I to VIII but we only have four teachers.
So, this tool is especially useful for us and the children also benefit from it. The included lessons are
complete, and they also have questions and answers at the end so we can conduct tests to evaluate learning
levels. The revolution brought about by the concept of E-Vidya is a blessing to both teachers and children.
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DAKSH
DIGITAL LITERACY FOR INCREASED EMPLOYABILITY
Over the past few decades, computers have become an
integral part of our lives, and the employment landscape
continues to evolve rapidly.
Digital literacy is an essential workforce preparation
activity and those who are digitally literate are more likely
to be economically secure, as most jobs in the formal
sector and an increasing number of jobs in the informal
sector require a working knowledge of computers and the
internet to perform basic tasks.
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OBJECTIVE
• Creating access to digital literacy for rural
youth to increase employability

8

DECENT WORK &
ECONOMIC
GROWTH

10

REDUCING
INEQUALITY

INTERVENTIONS
A pilot digital literacy program aimed at increasing overall digital competency was made available for rural
youth pursuing their education.
The program consisted of a 48 hour curriculum covered through classroom lectures as well as practical
classes covering the basics of MS Office and internet use, and training sessions were conducted by an
expert trainer in a fully equipped TPCDI computer laboratory.
The training program was a pilot, and was conducted at the request of the community since digital literacy
is a topic of great interest for the youth. Program fees and transport were covered by the students
themselves.

• PARTNERS •
Tata Power Skill Development Institute (TPSDI), Mundra
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FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> The course greatly increased technological proficiency of the participating youth, and was of great help
educationally. Participants were able to widen their horizons to learn from not only text books, but also
the internet.
> Students have increased self-confidence and employability. They are now better equipped to navigate the
rapidly evolving employment market, and will have a distinct advantage over youth from similar
demographics when they start looking for employment opportunities.
> The pilot was a big success and access to this program motivated a higher number of young students to
pursue this interest.

12 rural youth
directly benefitted

4 Boys 8 Girls

AAROGYA
ACCESS TO BASIC HEALTHCARE
Enabling access to high quality basic healthcare facilities is a
key focus area for CGPL.
Long distances to healthcare centres mean that people
often have to spend an entire day traveling and not only
lose wages for the day, but also incur high transport costs.
As a result, many people avoid taking medical treatment and
put their health and lives at risk.
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OBJECTIVES
• Strengthening the present health delivery system by creating
access to high quality, affordable, locally available
healthcare for socio-economically disadvantaged local
communities
• Improving the health and wellbeing of local communities by
encouraging a participative healthcare model

10

REDUCING
INEQUALITY

Liladharbhai Gada
Bhojay Sarvodaya Trust

The strong partnership between CGPL and Bhojay Sarvodaya Trust over the years has given a new dimension
for better health services to a larger audience by pooling holistic health services with the expertise of health
professionals.
The dedication of the CGPL team is very praiseworthy. Despite many hardships, the overall engagement of
the team with the community is very commendable and has created a fruitful impact in the community.
We will always cherish our esteemed partnership with CGPL and strive to bring a sustainable change in the
region together.

• PARTNERS •
Bhojay Hospital of the Bhojay Sarvoday Trust
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INTERVENTIONS
CGPL works together with primary healthcare providers to provide coordinated care to rural communities
through access to community and school health camps, free medical advice, and medicine and referral
services when required.
Local health camps are the most effective mechanism of bringing quality healthcare to rural communities,
and CGPL organised camps to address various health issues. These camps addressed existing issues and
created awareness on preventive care to reduce illness and improve overall health.
Camp location, date, time and focus issues were decided in convergence with respective gram panchayats
and prominently displayed at strategic public locations and advertised in local newspapers to ensure that a
maximum number of people could avail camp services. Camp logistics were organised in coordination with
the gram panchayat.
In order to ensure that maximum patients are treated, and no one who needs help is left out, all the
organisers - the Bhojay Sarvoday Trust staff, CGPL staff and volunteers, gram panchayat members and
aanganwadi workers come together and work as a seamless team to offer their support through the duration
of the camp.

A doctor, a social worker, and a driver who also doubles up as a medical helper are present at each camp.
The ambulance has patient history files that are referred to for follow up treatments, and is stocked with
basic medication for free disbursal to patients as relevant after completion of their check-up.
Many patients find it difficult to express their symptoms and medical issues, and doctors patiently and
diligently question them so they are able to properly understand their symptoms and treat them accordingly.
Four distinct types of camps were held across the past year. Eye Camps addressed issues such as
glaucoma, cataract, eye inflammation, redness, burning etc. Eye check-ups were also conducted for school
children, and children were taught how to care for their eyes from childhood.
Women’s Health Camps treated women’s health issues, with a focus on gynaecological issues. Difficulties
experienced during pregnancy, infertility, menstruation, menopause, leucorrhea, anaemia, thyroid, etc. were
addressed and treated immediately.
General Camps were held at a community level and patients were checked, treated and guided on commonly
occurring issues including gastro-intestinal, orthopaedic, ENT, pulmonary and other ailments and infections.
School Camps were held across village schools and addressed common health, hygiene and nutrition
issues for children.
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Following check-ups at camps, patients were given health care instructions, free medication based on their
issues, and referred for surgery to the highly subsidised Bhojay Hospital if required.

24 general health camps
2143 people

18 women’s health camps
1954 women

18 eye camps
3028 people

30 school health camps
4415 students

58 patients underwent

55 patients availed free

cataract surgeries

medical referral services

413

students were given
spectacles after an eye check-up

The Women’s Health Camps are unique in that they not only treat medical issues, but also address social
biases and misconceptions. Since the doctors are able to reach out to the women compassionately and
can speak in Kutchi, the local language, women feel instantly at ease in their presence. Keeping in mind
the larger cultural context, doctors not only treat but also council women and adolescent girls.

Langay Arshad Javed
Student, Tragadi Primary School
Program Beneficiary

Manhar Ba Jadeja
Program Beneficiary

The periodic health camps organised by
CGPL are very beneficial for all of us. The
guidance of expert doctors and free
medicine at our doorstep is always of great
help to us.
Whenever there is a camp in the village, we
are intimated of the same by the CGPL
team in advance. When there is a need, we
attend these camps and get free medical
services from the company.

I am very happy now as I have spectacles
for my eyes. The spectacles were
prescribed to me by the doctors in the eye
check up camp organised in my school.
The spectacles are very comfortable, I am
able to read easily and do not get
headaches now.
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FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> First time diagnosis of eyesight issues and aid for 40% students enrolled for the check-up
> Sustained and accessible healthcare access for children
> Increased awareness on health and hygiene leading to decreased illness and health related expenditure
> Significant improvement in overall community health due to timely interventions, early treatment, and
regular follow-ups

Over the past year a cumulative total of

12066 people from

20 villages received high quality healthcare at their doorsteps

Kanchan Ba Jadeja
Program Beneficiary

I am grateful to CGPL for bringing these medical services and facilities to our doorstep. It is a blessing for all
because we would otherwise have to rely on and spend time, effort, and money on using public transport to
travel long distances and lose a day’s income to avail basic health facilities.
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MAMTA
PILOT: AUGMENTING INTEGRATED CHILD DEVELOPMENT SERVICES (ICDS) FOR HOLISTIC
MOTHER AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT
India is home to 20% of the world’s children between 0 - 4
years of age - and 40% of this population is undernourished.
Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) is a
Government of India program launched in 1975 to provide
food,
preschool
education,
primary
healthcare,
immunisation, health check-up and referral services to
pregnant women, children under 6 years of age, and their
mothers.
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Aanganwadis (ICDS centers) are a core component of the
ICDS scheme and a program services dissemination
platform.
An efficiently operational Anaganwadi translates to
healthy children and mothers and prevents issues such as
malnourishment, poor maternal healthcare, and reduces
child and infant mortality.

17

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

OBJECTIVES
• Creating a model aanganwadi that provides a conducive
environment for mothers and children to receive quality
healthcare and preschool education
• Increasing effectiveness of ICDS services and interventions
to reduce child and infant mortality
• Eradicating health issues stemming from poor or inadequate
access to healthcare and nutrition

• PARTNERS •
KNNA ( Kutch Nav Nirman Abhiyan)

ICDS : Mandvi, Mundra Taluka
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INTERVENTIONS
The pilot consisted of three aspects of Integrated

Anaganwadi kitchens were equipped to enable

Child Development Services (ICDS) for holistic

systematic storage and distribution of nutritious

mother and child development - infrastructure

food, and all children were provided with

development, access to quality material and

educational material.

equipment, and capacity building of Aanganwadi
workers – and was aligned with the Governement
of India ECCE (Early Childhood Care and
Education) policy.
Creating a warm, welcoming, and safe space for
children and mothers is integral to creating a
model Anaganwadi, and the required civil

Adolescent girls, pregnant women, and nursing
mothers

were

mobilised

for

awareness

generation around health and nutrition.
Food preparation competitions and cleanliness
drives were organised to increase engagement
for sustainable impact.

construction and renovation was undertaken as

Anaganwadis serving a high proportion of

the first step to achieving this.

affirmative sections of society were adopted

Seven centres were then equipped with basic
qualitative assets including child friendly basic

since these vulnerable groups are most prone to
undernutrition and malnutrition.

amenities, bilingual IEC material for augmentation
of the ICDS delivery system, and access to
various prescribed facilities and services.

Expected Short - Term Outcomes
> A child and mother friendly environment at all the Aanganwadi centres
> Increased mother and child enrolment in the ICDS program, and increased job satisfaction and engagement
levels of Aanganwadi workers (AWWs) due to an improved overall Aanganwadi environment and access to
quality information, equipment, material and nutrition.
> Improved practices related to feeding, teaching, cooking, nutrition and hygiene. Increased community and PRI
involvement in transforming Aanganwadis to child friendly spaces conducive for overall development.

FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Conducive environment for the overall development of children through access to quality preschool
education, health and nutrition, and improved infrastructure and facilities.
> Increased enrolment of mothers and children in the ICDS program.

1161 program beneficiaries including children,

adolescent girls, pregnant women, and lactating mothers
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274 children between

3 - 6 years of age

20% decrease in malnutrition cases

SWAJAL
ACCESS TO SAFE DRINKING WATER
Water is a fundamental human need, and access to safe
drinking water is integral to good health.
Due to its proximity to the sea, groundwater in the Kutch
region has high salinity and high TDS and is unfit for
drinking. Due to the lack of purification mechanisms in the
villages, people in the area are susceptible to diseases.
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OBJECTIVE
• Sustainable access to clean, safe, drinking water for all

6

CLEAN WATER
& SANITATION

10

REDUCING
INEQUALITY

• PARTNERS •

Direct Intervention in close coordination
with the Panchayat and Schools
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INTERVENTIONS
Over the years, CGPL has taken the initiative to
bring safe drinking water to communities in the
area, in close convergence with gram panchayats
and communities. Consistent dialogue with the
gram panchayats and capacity building of the
communities is conducted to ensure that drinking
water needs are met, communities contribute
towards the establishment of the water sources,
and take complete ownership of their
maintenance and care.
After a detailed assessment of the water
distribution system in consultation with each
village panchayat, reverse osmosis (RO) plants
were installed across communities and schools,
and water pipelines were built to connect village
tube wells to individual households across the
village and bring water to all.
Gram panchayats as well as communities
contributed towards the initiative.

In the reporting year, CGPL installed

1500

LPH community RO plants in Modhva
village, 3 school RO plants in Kailash
Nagar Primary School, Gundiyali Primary School
No-02 and Pipri High School, and built a water
pipeline in Motabhadiya village.

Reverse osmosis is a purification method which
uses a semi-permeable membrane to filter out
water contaminants including dissolved
substances having molecules larger than water
molecules, as well as bacteria, viruses and
coliforms.
Only a membrane filter is used - no chemicals are
added for filtration. Hence, water is effectively
purified, and palatability is preserved.

FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Community level awareness and behaviour
change around safe drinking water, health
and hygiene
> Decrease in waterborne diseases
> Strong partnership established with the
gram panchayats for sustainable self
management of the initiative
> Pathway for social entrepreneurship model
in the region - replication of RO venture by
4 potential entrepreneurs
> Improved quality of life and increased
community satisfaction

Access to safe drinking water for all - 100% coverage of all schools and communities around the CGPL plant

21 community RO plants providing
clean drinking water to 62063 people

61 school RO plants providing clean
drinking water to 14155 school students

Drinking water pipeline benefitting

Community contribution:

212 people and 350 cattle

RO plants:

50%

Water pipeline:

20%

SAMVAAD
SAMMAAN
SANITATION AND SUSTAINABLE WASTE MANAGEMENT
Socio-economically vulnerable communities who depend on
natural resources for their livelihoods and lack the resources
needed to reduce the negative effects of a degraded
environment are usually the first to bear the brunt of a
damaged local ecosystem.
Untreated solid waste disrupts the natural ecology of the area
and is the primary cause of environmental degradation, and
also causes the spread of various diseases.
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Responsible waste management is crucial and can be
done sustainably only when owned and driven by the
community.
OBJECTIVES

6

• Production and creation of relevant IEC materials for
sustainable waste management
• Creating behaviour change through capacity building for
community lead waste management
• Access to sanitation equipment and infrastructure

• PARTNERS •
Swadeep
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CLEAN WATER
& SANITATION

17

PARTNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS

INTERVENTIONS
The Solid Waste Management (SWM) Program strives to reduce environmental degradation caused by solid
waste through sustainable use of biodegradable waste, recycling of waste and minimal waste disposal into
centralised dump yards and landfills.
The program adopted a two pronged approach - project Samvad for capacity building and behaviour change
of rural communities towards SWM, and project Sammaan for creating access to sanitation equipment and
infrastructure.

PROJECT SAMVAD: CAPACITY BUILDING AND BEHAVIOUR CHANGE
Behaviour change was achieved at a community
level by strengthening and capacity building of
community institutions.
Awareness generation programs, training sessions,
and workshops were held with different community
member groups over the year. Communities also
came together to participate in village level
cleanliness drives.
Community institutions such as gram panchayats
and sanitation committees received training on the
hazards

of

environmental

deterioration,

the

correlation between waste and human health, the
correct treatment and management of waste, the
principles of composting and recycling, and waste
collection and transportation procedures.
Capacity building was done to build an SWM plan
which outlined process for improvement of SWM
services

and

strengthening

financial

School management committees and
students participated eagerly and have
minimised waste production at the school.
Children learnt how to separate dry and wet
waste for further processing which now
happens at the school level.
Special awareness programs were also
organised for women SHG members. These
programs were aimed at knowledge
building around what a healthy environment
is and the transformational role SHGs can
play in creating awareness around the topic
at a community level.
Awareness generation and capacity
building was done for women on sanitation
and correct techniques for the segregation
and composting of kitchen and household
waste.

sustainability of panchayats through efficient
waste recovery measures and revised SWM
service charges.
School and community awareness programs were
organised to engage teachers and introduce
students to the concept and importance of
cleanliness, sanitation and waste management at
the school and community level.
Students and community members were taught
about the reduce - reuse - recycle concept, and
about waste management techniques such as

PROJECT SAMMAAN:
ACCESS TO SANITATION
EQUIPMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE
The absence of adequate infrastructure prevents
efficient sanitation and leads to waste related health
and environmental hazards. Along with behaviour
change programs, villages were also equipped with
basic infrastructure and equipment to strengthen
local sanitation in convergence with the gram
panchayats.

proper segregation and composting of school
waste.
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VILLAGES DECLARED OPEN DEFECATION FREE
CGPL supported the construction of forty toilets with a
water connection in Tragadi. Since then, the use of toilets
has increased substantially, and the village has been
declared ‘Open Defecation Free’ under the government
‘Swacchh Bharat Abhiyan’ program.

Over the past year, CGPL worked in convergence

This has benefitted everyone, but especially the women
and girls. The community manages the responsibility of
keeping these toilets clean.

> Construction of a sewage line

Additionally, CGPL, in coordination with CSPC (Tata
Trusts) worked for the sanitation of Mandvi block, Kutch,
which was also declared ‘Open Defecation Free’ in 2017.

with communities and gram panchayats to equip
local communities with adequate infrastructure for
effective sanitation:

> Demonstration and provision of
fumigation equipment for management
of mosquitoes and pests
> Establishment of waste collection
and segregation centres at a village level

The initiative has achieved 100% saturation in all villages
in the block and they now fall under the ‘Nirmal Village’
category of the Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan government
initiative.
The efforts of CGPL towards this achievement were
recognised and appreciated by the district administration.

Waste is now collected from all the households in the village, and divided into recyclable and non-recyclable waste
through the panchayat. Organic manure, paper, plastic etc. are sold for further processing and have become a source
of income for the community.
Dustbins to segregate dry and wet waste have been provided to each of the households in the selected villages.
CGPL also constructed a waste segregation centre which is now handed over to and completely managed by the
panchayat.

FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Increased initiative by panchayats to pass cleanliness and sanitation related resolutions
> Increased community based peer groups working on sanitation and waste management
> Increased awareness on the hazards of plastic use
> Cleanliness (swachhhta) becoming a part of everyday conversation and practices
> Adoption of sustained practices on cleanliness

9 Villages1238 population covered
200 HH practice

community driven responsible solid waste management
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5 waste segregation centres set up

SOCIAL CAPITAL &
INFRASTRUCTURE
ADHIKAAR

UDYAMEE

NIRMAN

PROMOTION
OF SPORTS

UDYAMEE
JAGRUTI
SOCIO - ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN
Financial inclusion is an integral step towards
empowerment and equity for women. Self Help
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to build social and financial capital by
promoting

participatory

empowerment
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communities to have control and ownership
over their own lives. They are also an effective
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credit delivery system for the rural poor. SHGs
have

structured

lending,

borrowing,

and

monitoring mechanisms and excellent repayment
rates, and women are able to access credit at low
interest rates which enables funding business
opportunities.

8

1

DECENT WORK &
ECONOMIC
GROWTH

NO POVERTY

Building capacities of members to start their
own micro - enterprises enables them to
become self-dependent, socio - economically
empowered agents of change within their
communities.

5

GENDER
EQUALITY

16

PEACE, JUSTICE
& STRONG INSTITUTIONS

OBJECTIVES
• Financial inclusion of women for socio-economic
empowerment
• Building women owned micro-enterprises for
sustainable income generation and economic stability

• PARTNERS •

Vasundahra Gruh Udhyog

District Rural Development Agency
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Vivekanand Rural
Development Institute (VRDI)

INTERVENTIONS
Building strong community institutions is at the core of all
the community development work done by CGPL and two
programs - Jagruti, and Udyamee - are dedicated
specifically towards strengthening and empowering SHGs
and building capacities of women to successfully start and
run their own micro - enterprises.
CGPL’s journey to build women’s Self Help Groups (SHGs)
began in 2008 with the aim of empowering women
socio-economically. Over the years, SHGs have been
strengthened to become platforms of inclusion and
development, and women members have been linked with
various income generation pathways for financial
inclusion. Most SHGs are now mature, self-governing
entities with empowered members who influence and lead
community development.

SHGs have anywhere between 12 and
20 women members who voluntarily
come together to work towards the
socio-economic upliftment of the
community as a whole.
This institution building activity helps
promote savings habits and build
self-confidence, dignity, and a sense of
self.

PROJECT JAGRUTI - INSTITUTION BUILDING
Project Jagruti focusses on strengthening SHGs by improving core processes to ensure sustainability. SHG
members were coached on the pivotal role SHGs can play in a community, and how each woman could
influence overall development of the community as an SHG member. Capacity building was done for overall
strengthening and sustainability of the groups.
The importance of transparency and accountability to maintain trust and keep the group together was
emphasised on. Awareness generation on various available government schemes, loans and bank linkages
was also done.
Women were trained on processes of clear book keeping, maintenance of meeting registers etc. Meetings
are now conducted very professionally, savings have increased, and SHG members are advocating the
formation of new SHGs in order to include more women from the community.
Seeing the success of the program, an increasing number of women want to become SHG members, start
their own enterprises, earn a stable and sufficient income, and be a part of the movement that is empowering
women to catalyse the process of systemic development.

PROJECT UDYAMEE - BUILDING MICRO - ENTERPRISES
Project Udyamee focusses on capacity building of SHG members to build their own micro-enterprises for sustainable
income. SHG clusters were mapped for interest and readiness to start micro-enterprises. An assessment of
economic need and time availability of the members was conducted. Based on this, SHGs were selected, and
products to be manufactured were finalised.
Women were introduced to four broad categories of income generation pathways:
> Manufacturing household products such as soap, washing powder, utensil washing liquid, phenyl,
vicks, and balm to enable women to start individual or group level enterprises. A raw material kit to make the
above products was provided to each SHG
> Stitching cloth bags from old CGPL uniforms. All stitched bags were bought back by CGPL, and the initiative was
focussed on widows who were sole bread-winners for their families
> Offering services as beauticians who are in especially high demand around village festivals and functions
> Manufacturing handicrafts products. A detailed account of this initiative is covered under Project Dhaaga on page
43 of this report.
Capacity building was done for product manufacture, packaging, marketing, sales, entrepreneurship, and overall
enterprise management.

590 women from 57 SHGs were then trained to make household products
35 women from
15 SHGs have already started their own micro-enterprises and
have started selling their products in their village and neighbouring villages

5 widows made 2000 bags from old CGPL uniforms which were
bought back by CGPL @Rs.16 per bag
Sales have steadily picked up
momentum over the months and the
success of this program has helped
boost morale among SHG members.
Some women are using their newly
gained expertise to train new SHGs.
This is an added source of income.
Women are now also able to use
self-produced

domestic

use

products at home, and save the
money they would have otherwise
spent on buying them from the
market.
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FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Establishment of a strong platform to build women-based community institutions that have the ability
to self manage internal lending and timely repayment of loans
> Empowered, self-confident women with
• Increased awareness on social, political, and economic empowerment
• Increased participation in community development
> Access to previously unavailable collateral and hence mainstream finance
> Successful initiation of income generation activities and hence increased income levels and family wealth
> Successful convergence and partnerships with multiple government and non - government organisations
Total No. Of Groups

100

Total Members

1120

Bank Accounts Opened For

88 Groups

M L Baraiya
Vivekanand Research
& Training Institute (VRTI)

VRTI and CGPL have been jointly
implementing
a capacity building
program for rural women. The main focus
of the program is to educate women on
savings, develop entrepreneurship skills
and live with self-esteem.
The CGPL team is an inspiration for
others in the fields of management, team
work and approach to rural development.
Thanks to the CGPL team for such good
work.

Total Capital

40 Lakhs
Rs.32 Lakhs

Rs.

350

Women Have Started
Individual Micro-Enterprises

Internal Savings

8

Rs. Lakhs Externally
Generated Capital

Ratanben Haribhai Doru
Program Beneficiary

I started my journey as an SHG member, and then
graduated to enterprise development through an SHG
inter-loan. Starting my own business has given me
self-confidence. Through the income accrued from my
business, I have repaid the loan taken from the SHG.
Further profits from the venture motivated me to expand
my business and I have now opened a shop in my village.
Now, I am able to contribute more in the SHG which is only
due to the additional income gained from my business. I
am thankful to CGPL for arrangement of the
entrepreneurship training program which included
programs on household product making and strengthening
of SHGs. I am a widow and my income is crucial for the
survival of our family. My life has changed due to the
constant and regular support by the CGPL – CSR team.
Now, I am very confident in my business and also attached
to the Dhaaga Program of CGPL – CSR.
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ADHIKAAR
ENABLING ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT SOCIAL SECURITY SCHEMES FOR FINANCIAL
INCLUSION OF COMMUNITIES AT THE BOTTOM OF THE ECONOMIC PYRAMID
Financial inclusion of low income communities
into the mainstream is integral to overall
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Over the past decades, the Government of India
has made available various social security
schemes in the effort towards socio - economic
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equity.
These schemes enable financial inclusion, reduce
financial stress, and help improve overall standard
of living for people at the bottom of the economic
pyramid.

1

NO POVERTY

Very often though, people are not aware of
schemes they are eligible for, and most often do
not have the knowledge or means to avail these
schemes.
Frequently, people do not have essential
government identification mandatory to access
these social security schemes.

OBJECTIVE
• Enabling access to available government social
security schemes for financial inclusion

Haqdarshak

• PARTNERS •

Direct implementation by CGPL
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INTERVENTIONS
This program was run in mission mode in order to
maximise outreach, in close convergence with
gram panchayats, and close coordination with
block and district government officials.
Communities were sensitised on available
schemes and their benefits.
A technology platform that uses citizen profile data
inputs to generate a customised list of schemes
individuals are eligible for was used to map
eligibility and interest of each beneficiary.
Documentation to avail relevant schemes was
completed and submitted on behalf of beneficiaries
to authorities in the relevant government
department, and applications were tracked until
successful enrolment and availment of benefits.
CGPL also reached out directly to beneficiaries the CSR team along with volunteers campaigned
door to door, met with beneficiaries, helped them
fill out and submit scheme application forms, and
followed up with the concerned authorities until the
beneficiary successfully availed the benefits of the
scheme they had applied for.

Shakinaben Mustafakumbhar
Program Beneficiary

I work as a house – help, and live with my
husband and mother – in – law. We did
not know that the government was
providing us with LPG gas, But the CGPL
– CSR project team told us about this
scheme.
We filled a form with the help of the
project worker and under the auspices of
the Ujwala Yojana we got a gas cylinder
and a single burner stove for Rs. 100/- .
Now we do not need to use firewood and
our eyes do not pain from the smoke of
the burning sticks while cooking.

Faridaben Alimahmad Kumbhar
Program Beneficiary

Me and my family were unaware of the various government schemes we were eligible for.
Through the CGPL program, we were made aware of the Jan Arogya Yojana under Ayushan
Bharat and were able to enrol for the scheme.
We now have a card and can avail all scheme benefits which include receiving a sum of Rs. 5
Lakhs in case of a medical emergency.
We were also provided with help to get a PAN Card, and subsequently made aware that we could
open a Sukanya Account at the bank or post office for our eight-year-old daughter, Safiha. We
were provided complete information for this, given help to fill the necessary forms, and even
accompanied by a project worker the first time we visited the bank.
We have now successfully opened a bank account for our daughter. We are grateful to CGPL for
linking our family with three government schemes.
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FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Increased engagement from panchayats and communities for implementation
> Increased community level awareness on government schemes and entitlements
> Minimised processing time due to use of a technology platform for application
> Effective access to government schemes and accrued benefits
Number of beneficiaries

SCHEME
PAN CARD

403

Pradhan Mantri Jan Aarogya
Yojana (Ayushman Bharat)

334

Pradhan Mantri
Ujjwala Yojana

316

Pradhan Mantri Kisan
Sammaan Nidhi Yojana

60

Sukanya Samriddhi
Account Scheme

13

Ration Card

05

Jandhan Yojana

05

Free Travel in State Road
Transport for disabled (Divyang)

05

Pradhan Mantri Suraksha
Bima Yojana (PMSBY)

04

Niradhar Vrudh Sahay Yojana

03

Mukhyamantri Amrutum
Vatsalaya Yojana

03

Mukhay Mantri Amrutmay
Vatslya Yojana

02

Aadhar Card

02

Maa Card

02

Mukhyamantri
Swavalamban Yojana (MSY)

02

Niradhar Vrudh Pension Yojana

01

Sant Surdas Scheme

01

Total
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BENEFICIARIES

1161

1161

POWER OF SPORTS
PROMOTING SPORTS IN RURAL COMMUNITIES

ed

Sports are a powerful vehicle to build social
capital. They have the potential to inspire
individuals

to

come

together

and

build

communities that encourage and support each
other. Sports teach youth - and everyone alike -
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REDUCING
INEQUALITY

lessons in leadership, good health, teamwork,
fair

play,

self-reliance

and

continuous

improvement.
Studies have demonstrated that participating in
sport can lead to better performance in school
and better lives once students have graduated.

3

GOOD HEALTH &
WELL-BEING

Values inculcated through sport become a code
of conduct by which individuals lead their entire
lives.

OBJECTIVES
• Building social capital and a sense of community
through sport
• Inculcating values of punctuality, leadership, good
health, teamwork, fair play, self-reliance and
continuous improvement in rural youth
• Creating a platform to mobilise budding talent from
rural areas, hone their skills, channel their potential,
and enable access to opportunities to participate in
competitive tournaments

• PARTNERS •

Direct implementation by CGPL and Expert Cricket Coach
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INTERVENTIONS
A cricket coaching program was organised for rural youth in close convergence with local gram
panchayats to promote sports in communities. Cricket was the sport selected since local youth
showed an inclination towards the sport. Applicants were selected for the program based on skill levels
and aptitude, and coached by an expert trainer. After training, youth were encouraged to participate in
various tournaments happening across the district.
Participants were familiarised on all aspects of the game - from rules to warm-up exercises to correct
techniques for bowling, batting, fielding, and wicket keeping, with a focus on developing potential and
honing strengths.

Reena Mota
Program Beneficiary

Shantilal Manilal Patel
Cricket Coach

I’d like to express whole hearted
appreciation to CGPL for taking the
initiative to promote cricket skills among
rural youth.

The efforts of CGPL to promote cricket
are exemplary and show the company’s
commitment towards the holistic
development of rural youth.

I underwent specialised training under the
able guidance of an expert cricket coach
and successfully participated in a cricket
tournament organised by BCCI - the
highest cricketing institution in India, and
represented Saurashtra in the Women
Cricket Team at a national level.

In the past years, organising cricket
tournaments in the region in the presence
of ace Indian cricketers like Mr. Dilip
Vengsarkar, Mr. Irfan Pathan and Mr.
Parthiv Patel has motivated youth to
pursue cricket competitively.

This was a big achievement for me. I will
never forget the support extended by
CGPL to hone my skills and enable me to
participate in competitive tournaments.

This year, through the support of the
CGPL- CSR team, 100 youth were given
the opportunity to participate in cricket
coaching, many of which went on to
represent their teams at a state and
national level. This was made possible
through CGPL's support.
I strongly believe that this approach taken
by CGPL for the promotion of sports can
be replicated by other industries. I am
very thankful to CGPL for their noble
support.
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FOOTPRINT & IMPACT
> Increased engagement in sports and games and increased self discipline among youth
> Increased exposure to various state and national level tournaments. Two girls selected to play for the
BCCI in a state level tournament. Two boys played in a prestigious district level tournament
> The above success stories are a living example for other youth to explore their dream of playing
cricket professionally

100 youth trained
96 4
Boys

Girls

Mr. Ram Mota
Program Beneficiary

I am really very thankful to CGPL for making provisions for cricket coaching for budding players like us. The
training under the able guidance of the cricketing coach has helped me improve my cricketing skills further.
The one month long specialised training has honed my skills, and this year I have also played in the District
Cricket Tournament which is a major platform for young cricketers to showcase their talent.
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NIRMAN
CREATION OF NEED BASED COMMUNITY ASSETS TO IMPROVE RURAL ECONOMY
AND QUALITY OF LIFE
Good manufactured capital and infrastructure are
key

to

community

development.

Building

community owned assets is the first step towards
sustainable and inclusive growth, and this was the
focus when community development work first

ed

began.
Now basic infrastructure is largely in place, and
program focus is on influencing behaviour change
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REDUCING
INEQUALITY

for socio-economic empowerment. Infrastructure
development activities are now under taken on
only as required.
These activities leverage available government
social security schemes and are carried out in

7

AFFORDABLE &
CLEAN ENERGY

9

INDUSTRY,
INNOVATION &
INFRASTRUCTURE

close convergence with gram panchayats and
other community-based institutions.
This graduation from a traditional, transactional
approach to a transformational approach is a

11

SUSTAINABLE
CITIES &
COMMUNITIES

testament to the progress communities have
made on their development journey.

IMPACT
> Improved overall quality of life
> Reduced expenditure for basic needs
> Increased social capital, sense of community, ownership and self governance at a community level
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EMPLOYEE VOLUNTEERING PROGRAM
Volunteering has always been a part of the Tata
ethos, with several group companies providing

Over the year, employees across seniority

opportunities for their most valuable assets -

levels and departments came together to

employees - to serve communities and create

volunteer towards activities such as the

positive social impact.

celebration of World Environment Day, visiting

To encourage collaborative volunteering across
group companies and leverage the combined
power of over 700,000 employees across the
globe, Tata Engage, a group-level volunteering
platform, was introduced in 2014.

and inaugurating a biodiversity park, camel
vaccination and livestock health camps,
distribution of school kits and laptop bags in
the school, organising health camps, fire and
safety awareness, hand wash and sanitation
awareness,

cleanliness

drives,

tree

The platform offers two types of volunteering

plantation, first aid kit distribution, water

engagements to employees - the first is the Tata

container distribution, rallies on save water,

Volunteering Week, and the second is ProEngage.

science fairs in the village, etc.

Tata Volunteering Week is organised biannually as

Volunteering greatly benefits the community

a series of volunteering opportunities of about

while building a brand of trust for the

half a day during working hours. This week is an

company within the community. It is also an

opportunity for employees from across the group

enriching experience for the volunteers - they

to come together and work alongside each other

are able to get an essence of the social fabric

to collectively create positive social impact.

of the communities they volunteer in, and

ProEngage offers volunteering opportunities that

build rapport with these communities.

last over extended periods of time. Volunteers are

Employees find a sense of purpose when they

paired with non-profits and contribute personal

are able to extend their skills and expertise

time to use their skills and knowledge to solve a

beyond their regular scope of work towards

problem identified by the non-profit they are paired

social good. As employees see the impact of

with.

their work, they are encouraged to keep

There is already a rich track record of skills across

volunteering and become agents of positive

writing, financial modelling, human resource

social change.

management, marketing, MIS building and
strategy formulation having been applied through
ProEngage projects.
In alignment with the volunteering ethos of the
group, Tata Power also has its in-house
volunteering portal, ARPAN, which can be
accessed by employees from across the
company to view volunteering opportunities they
can participate in. Employees also get periodic

Over the past year, a cumulative of

888 CGPL employees participated
in 57 community development activities
& volunteered 2928.3 person hours

updates on available volunteering opportunities.
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A heartfelt thank you to all our volunteers - You are an integral pillar of social development
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SOCIAL AUDIT
MAPPING STAKEHOLDER SATISFACTION
CGPL is guided by Tata Power’s precept of
‘leadership with care’ which promotes care for the
environment, community, employees, customers,
partners, and all other stakeholders along with
economic sustainability.
CGPL is committed to positively influence the lives
of people living in the villages of Mundra and
Mandvi blocks of Kutch district, Gujarat. As part of
its Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), CGPL
undertakes a number of programs for the
socio-economic growth and development of the
local and regional ecosystem.
These programs are broadly classified under three
broad focus areas - Livelihood Linked Ecology,
Provision of Basic Needs, and Building Social
Capital & Infrastructure - and are guided by the
CGPL CSR vision and principals of strategic
intent.
CGPL has been conducting social audits since
2010-2011 with the objectives of internal and
external alignment, process improvement, and
adopting an innovative approach towards
community development.

Audits assess each project for effectiveness,
efficacy, social investment, level of community
satisfaction, and engagement of all direct and
indirect stakeholders of the CGPL- CSR program.
Audit results have consistently demonstrated a
positive growth in the Community Satisfaction
Index (CSI) which depicts the positive social
impact of each CSR program.
The CSI is a composite index consisting of
community reactions to multi-sector CSR
initiatives undertaken by CGPL and is measured
scientifically by MGLI - Mahatma Gandhi Labour
Institute, a Government of Gujarat accredited
expert agency.
The findings that emerge from the research
process and audit guide future program design,
implementation and the community engagement
process.
CSI has shown a consistent
increase over the years

70%
62.28%
61.81%

24.6%

Dr. Misha Vyas
Mahatma Gandhi
Labour Institute (MGLI)

72% 73.1%

26.2%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2015 2016 2017

MGLI has been conducting a Social Audit for the CSR activities of CGPL since the last five consecutive
years, and we appreciate this initiative taken by CGPL. The support of the CGPL-CSR team is
exemplary. We have witnessed drastic change and improvement in the peripheral villages and
community due to CGPL’s interventions over the past years. The development work accomplished by
the company is worthy and provides benefits to the beneficiaries and stakeholders. Programs are
aligned with systematic needs assessments, community engagement principles, strategic intent and
sustenance. Our Audit has demonstrated a positive rise in the scores of the Community Satisfaction
Index (CSI) over the years. We are proud to partner with CGPL and look forward to a long association
with such a prestigious company. Over the years, systems and program delivery of CSR in CGPL have
improved and are striving for benchmark excellence.
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INVESTMENT: FY 2018 -19

Total Investment INR (Directly from CGPL)

926.7 Lakhs
Rs.750.627
Lakhs

Rs.74.136
Lakhs

Rs.101.937
Lakhs

81%

8%

11%

Livelihood Linked
Ecology / Ecosystem

Basic
Needs

Social Capital
and Infrastructure

Due to the positive impact of our programs, and the social capital garnered by the company, several
stakeholders and funding agencies have extended convergence support towards our programs.

External Resource Mobilisation INR (from convergence and partnerships)
123.75 Lakhs
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MEDIA COVERAGE

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
Sustainable & Impactful CSR Project Award - Gujarat CSR Authority, Government of Gujarat
CGPL’s Participatory Groundwater Management (PGWM) Program was recognised and felicitated with
a Sustainable and Impactful CSR Project Award at the prestigious forum by the Hon. Governor of
Gujarat Shri. Om Prakash Kohli. The program was shortlisted to the top five from thirty – five applicant
programs after a rigorous application and vetting process which included a site visit and evaluation,
and grading by an expert jury panel.
Appreciation - Collector & District Magistrate, Kutch
CGPL’s efforts towards support and rehabilitation for those affected in the Tamil Nadu floods were
recognised at the district level.
Appreciation - Collector & District Magistrate, Kutch
CGPL was recognised and appreciated by Ms. Remya Mohan, IAS, District Collector, Kutch - for its
invaluable contribution towards the Government mandated Sujalam Sufalam Jal Abhiyan. Projects
aligned with the scheme included pond excavation work at three sites that increased localised water
storage capacity by 7500 cubic meters.
Appreciation - Block Resource Centre, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, Government Of Gujarat
CGPL was recognised and appreciated for actively contributing towards strengthening education via a
Shala Praveshotsav. During the month-long event, CGPL distributed 1049 school bags containing
educational kits to new entrants in the local schools in close coordination with government officials,
school management committees and gram panchayats.
Appreciation - Directorate of ICDS, Government of Gujarat
CGPL was recognised for contribution towards the effective creation of model ICDS centres.
Recognition - Chairman, Tata Sons
CGPLs commitment and positive impact towards sustainability and community development was
recognised and applauded by Mr. Natarajan Chandrasekaran, Chairman, Tata Sons, at the Vibrant
Gujarat Global Summit (9th edition) held at the One Tata Pavilion and designed around the themes of
#technology and #community.
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TESTIMONIALS FROM OUR WELL-WISHERS

Mr. Govind Desai
Aga Khan Rural Support Programme (AKRSP)

During our partnership with CGPL, we understood that CGPL’s CSR work has been very proactive. It’s difficult
for CSR to adopt a development oriented approach instead of a charity or welfare based approach, but CGPL
has done this very effectively. CGPL proactively invited organisations like AKRSP to work towards developing
a model of sustainable development as part of their CSR program.
AKRSP worked with CGPL to develop a community-based livelihood and integrated village development
program for a small village with a fishing community. We would like to express appreciation for CGPLs work
in Modhva – they took a proactive step to take up an in-depth intervention in the village - not even a revenue
village - and where livelihoods were wholly dependent on fisheries.
The focus was building community institutions in the form of Village Development Committees and women’s
Self Help Groups (SHGs). Together, we built good models of developing SHGs and micro – enterprise for
members, infrastructure development for fishing and the village overall, and undertook work related to
training and creating alternative options to fishing to ensure round the year livelihood for the villagers.
CGPL was open to modifying their program design based on ground reality and supported the idea of
undertaking a value chain analysis for market driven interventions in the fisheries sector in Mandvi block of
Kutch for preparing a long-term program strategy. It was a very professional partnership and CGPL has
continued the pilot phase interventions beyond AKRSP support. We wish all the best to CGPL for their work.

Kirti Bhai Rajgor
Sarpanch, Maska Gram Panchayat

Due to our proximity to the sea, the ground
water in Maska is highly influenced by sea
water ingression. Therefore, we have decided
to adopt PGWM model for salinity mitigation
and planned activities for ground water
improvement in our village. We are now
confident that our issues will be resolved and
the success will become a model to
showcase salinity mitigation for entire Kutch
coast line.
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Dr. G. Chandra Sekhar Rao
Geosoft Systems

Nothing is more important to life than water and no
one knows that better than CGPL. The project
taken up by their CSR team authenticates
accounts from communities in the project area
and tells a hopeful story about water security
which avoids pitting humans against nature. The
work points to practical utility of the project where
people, government, business and environment
benefit. The program implementation process is
exemplary and we wish all the best to the
CGPL-CSR team.

Ramesh Chandra Jena
MART Global Management Solutions

It was a delightful experience for MART to
work with CGPL at Mundra. The whole
process was a reflection of CGPL’s
commitment towards the community - their
team devoted a lot of time in planning and
designing the study along with MART team
members, and their program staff helped us
reach out to community members in the
villages through the course of the field visits. It
was very heartening to find that CGPL’s
community work revolved around multiple
thematic areas such as animal husbandry,
livelihoods promotion, water, education,
fishery,
horticulture,
infrastructure,
sustainable energy, handicrafts, and more,
thus shaping the community’s lives
holistically. We would love to work again with
CGPL, driven by the larger goal of positively
impacting the lives of their periphery
communities.

Divyang Waghela
Tata Water Mission, Tata Trusts

The collaborative initiative with CGPL for the
sanitation intervention in Gujarat has been a
strategic and constructive partnership that
has helped achieve the larger objective of
improving quality of life of people, especially
underserved communities. It has been a very
enriching experience full of learning, where
institutional alignment between Tata Trusts
and CGPL has helped local communities to
own and implement solutions for improved
sanitation services.
The behavioural change communication
interventions have focussed on empowering
local communities, especially women and
youth who took ownership of various
interventions to ensure sustainability. I hope to
continue engaging with CGPL in the future to
create impact through collaborative efforts.

Chirag Patel
KSKV Kachchh University

It is in the DNA of the Tata Group to be more responsive and responsible towards communities and the nation.
CGPL-CSR is doing excellent work towards sustainable development of the Kachchh Region, and have
spearheaded many initiatives and innovative approaches such as building collaboration between NGOs,
academia and government, management of water and fodder for livestock, preservation of marine ecology
etc.
Holistic and inclusive approaches for development have generated positive synergy among various
communities ranging from fishermen, farmers, saltpan and agriculture workers and other deprived sections
of society. Planned interventions during drought saved livestock and sustained livelihoods of livestock
dependent communities. Apart from this, CGPL-CSR has done commendable work to improve education and
health infrastructure of the Kachchh district. Best wishes to them for a progressive future.
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Manoj Solanki
K- Link Foundation

We loved our association with CGPL – CSR
because they are socially accountable to
themselves, their stakeholders, and the
community. Their CSR activities use ICT
enabling innovative and accountable process
management.
All three programs K-Link implemented in
partnership with CGPL-CSR resulted in better
planning for community, enhanced local
employment and support to the pastoralist
community in the region.
We are sure that the socially sensitised
CGPL-CSR team will continue working for the
common good in the same way in the future.

Tapas Satpathy
America India Foundation

The work done by CGPL for the most
marginalised communities in their intervention
villages around Mundra is
really
commendable.
Their approach to Community Relations and
Sustainability is highly appreciable as they are
always keen to collaborate with various
stakeholders - concerned government
departments, civil society organisations,
academicians etc. - in order to keep improving
the quality of their program.
They have always extended positive support
by sharing the rich knowledge they have
gained on various platforms and are also
open to learn from other experiences. I wish
the team all the very best in their endeavors.

Ruyintan (Ron) E. Mehta
WIN Foundation

Wheels India Niswarth Foundation (WIN) is a US based non-profit established to fund innovations and novel
concepts in WATSAN (Water and Sanitation) and MCH (Maternal and Child Health) issues in India, primarily
starting with Gujarat. In the WATSAN area we are funding almost $1 million per year in a wide variety of ideas
involving technology for water purification, as well as techno-social concepts that are novel.
We were extremely impressed with the work already done by CGPL in Kutch in conjunction with ACT (Arid
Communities and Technologies) working on Participatory Groundwater Management (PGWM) ideas in the
arid desert area of Kutch and decided to co-fund the PGWM Project there. Our WATSAN team spent several
days visiting the site in January and came away very impressed with the exemplary work being done by the
CGPL team.
It was heart-warming to see how closely they work with ACT. The concept of Bhujal Jankar is a truly
revolutionary one. We are extremely happy to learn that they also include village-wise socio-economic
development ideas involving water security, recharge, rejuvenation, monitoring and management involving
local villagers.
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Nimesh Phadke
Federation of Kutch Industries
Association (FOKIA)

Dr. Irfan Khan
Taleem Research Foundation

We are delighted by the long association with
CGPL who is always committed to
supplement the role of government in
enhancing community development, guided
through its innovative actions and regular
community feedback.
We welcome the CGPL approaches of working
collectively with stakeholders and the
community as one family to achieve the CSR
goals of sustainable development. We
congratulate you for your exemplary
achievements and wish you all the best for
your journey ahead.

The remarkable aspect of CGPL Community
Relations activities is that they are embedded
in local community requirements and needs.
The projects are tailormade to local context
and thus result in an excellent performance by
CGPL on the Community Satisfaction Index
(CSI) and Community Engagement Index (CEI)
front. The wide spectrum of activities carried
out by CGPL are backed by required research,
and most are sustainable, scalable and
replicable.
I compliment the entire CSR team for their
fabulous work and wish for their continued
contribution towards the evolution of a
conducive ecosystem for development in
Kutch district.

CGPL CSR Field Office, Mundra
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WAY AHEAD
We continuously strive to achieve our vision of
empowered, self-sufficient communities through
the programs we build.
In the coming year, we look forward to increasing
the depth as well as outreach of our work in order
to positively impact as many lives as possible,
and reinforce our commitment to be a partner of
choice.
Our focus remains building a robust program
delivery system for maximised and sustainable
impact through increased collaboration,
synergies, and convergence with eco-system
stakeholders - government, funding agencies,
NGOs, and research and technical agencies - at a
local, national and global level to build new
sustainable programs, while supporting ongoing
programs to become self- sustaining.
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Technology and innovation are increasingly
becoming key drivers to development, and we
are strengthening our commitment towards both
to accelerate social development aligned with the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).
CGPL is steadily moving from a transactional
approach to a transformational approach towards
sustainable community development, and we
aspire to establish ourselves as a hub for
research and design of scalable and replicable
development models.
Our community satisfaction scores have shown a
steady increase over the years, and we are
committed to work towards continuously
increasing these scores and firmly establishing
CGPL as a pioneer, thought leader, and industry
benchmark for sustainability and community
development in the region.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS TEAM
Dr. I N Rao
Chief- Environment and Sustainability
Mr. Pradeep Ghosal
Head- CSR & Sustainability
Mr. Asif Khan Pathan
Specialist – CSR
Mr. H J Zala
Associate - TPCDT
Mr. Salim Makura
Associate - TPCDT
Mr. Pravin Ukani
Associate - TPCDT
Ms. Annapurna Keshwani
Associate - TPCDT
Ms. Niranjana Raste
Associate - TPCDT
Mr. Dharmesh Shah
Associate - TPCDT
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